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Abstract 
Many texts exist that dwell upon the origins and meanings of the Harry Potter 
phenomenon, termed so because of the continued publishing successes of the series. Most of J.K. 
Rowling's critics agree that the tremendous success of the books challenge traditional 
conceptions of children's literature, publishing, and for some the very definition of a "good" 
book. Of the hundreds of articles and books that approach this topic, a majority place the blame 
for the phenomenon on the public and social functions of novels, defined by Ronald Peacock as 
"the sense that literature enshrines a vast total of thought, feeling, and experience gathered 
through the centuries since literary creation began and which is available in a certain measure, 
partially rather than completely, to everyone" (14). This belief has spawned the creation of 
numerous books that discuss the mythological influences on lK. Rowling's writing, such as 
Allan and Elizabeth Kronzek's The Sorcerer's Companion: a Guide to the Magical World of 
Harry Potter. However, Peacock also describes "an individual, personal function" ofliterature 
that exists "because it can be selectively treated by individuals and assimilated to the process of 
their own though, sensibility, and spiritual character" (14). It is this function that interests me, 
and what I ultimately believe is the secret behind the Harry Potter phenomenon. To this effect, I 
have included in this project a short reading-response log. In this journal I have recorded my 
thoughts and responses to the Harry Potter books and the critical essays regarding them. The 
second part of the project includes an essay exploring my perspective on the success of the Harry 
Potter series. The last section of the project consists of two addenda. Appendix A is a list for 
further reading on the topic, while Appendix B includes copies of selected articles. 
--
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MY TWO KNUTS WORTH 
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Journal Entry #1: Phenomenon 
One of the most intriguing aspects of Rowling' s novels is the phenomenon surrounding 
the books. Everywhere there is evidence of the ongoing war between the "Potterites," those who 
love the novels, and the "Muggles," those who deplore the books. As a Potterite, I have often 
wondered why the majority of readers find the books so magical, as well as why some do not. 
Having analyzed many arguments against the novels, I can come to only one conclusion: there 
are several reasons why a reader loves a text, and many of those reasons are highly personal. My 
readings of the text have led me to believe that it is 1.K. Rowling's amazing talent of "retelling 
the familiar in an original way" (Eccleshair 8) that allows her novels to be enjoyed by people of 
all ages from a variety of backgrounds and nationalities. 
We'll begin, like Harry, at his first trip on the Hogwarts Express in Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer's Stone. When Harry tells the Dursley's that he is to meet his train at Platform 9 % at 
King's Cross Station, his family simply laughs at him without explaining what they find so 
funny. Being Muggles of the worst kind, the Dursley's refuse to suspend their disbelief, 
evidenced by their complete hatred of all things not normal. They will never understand the 
magic needed to reach the otherwise normal train. It is their loss, as all that is required is running 
faithfully into the brick wall between platforms 9 and 10. 
The entrance to Platform 9 % is a representation of the difficulties many critics have with 
the texts. Like the Dursleys, they do not want to believe. Instead, they analyze the wall from 
every possible angle, prod the bricks one by one, and proclaim it impossible. The critics 
conclude that the novels are poorly written and of shoddy workmanship, because these people do 
not know how to reach the magic behind the closed door. The key to understanding the 
popularity, the magic, behind the Harry Potter books is on Platform 9 %, and only by a leap----or 
a run-offaith can it be reached. 
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The entrance to the platform is only one of many boundaries that separate the wizard 
world from the Muggle world. These borders definitively represent the separation of reality and 
imagination. Similar devices are included in several famous novels, most notably the wardrobe 
in C.S. Lewis' Chronicles ofNarnia. Kelly Noel-Smith describes how "each of the four books 
ends with the train journey back to London Kings Cross, passing the other way through the 
barrier back to fictional reality and Harry leaving the station with his step-parents to endure 
another Summer holiday with them and without magic" (200-1). The crossing of the barrier at 
Platform 9 % represents the passage between "a description of real life (which, in Harry Potter's 
case, is grim) into one of magic (which represents life as we would like it to be)" (Noel-Smith 
201). 
-Journal Entry #2: Humor 
There are many reasons why a reader loves a text, and most of those reasons are highly 
personal. Some of the most loved books published in the last ten years are the Harry Potter 
series. Contemplated, the wide appeal of the pubescent wizard and his adventures is amazing. 
There are many articles and several books written on the phenomenon surrounding the series, 
and most conclude that, despite J. K. Rowling's sometimes mediocre or unoriginal writing, her 
books are able to reach such a vast audience because of certain universal characteristics. It is 
ironic that the very quality is being criticized is also the believed cause of the popularity of the 
books. Personally, my numerous readings of the text revealed an author who possesses the 
amazing talent of "reteJling the familiar in an original way" (Eccleshair 8)-and who was 
probably a stand-up comedian in a former life. 
The book More Reading Connections: Bringing Parents. Teachers. and Librarians 
Together includes a section describing the relationship between humor and children's literature: 
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Humor helps children contend with stress by distorting or exaggerating reality. In the 
context of humor, children can view things that are stressful in nonthreatening and 
positive ways. Humor can also provide a release of tension. When children see conflict in 
a humorous story, they see characters working through things, and they realize that 
conflicts can be resolved in different ways. Humor alleviates anxiety ... Humor 
facilitates creative thinking. It can be based on incongruity, making it necessary for 
children to validate the inconsistencies. It is often difficult to determine criteria for 
excellence in humorous children's books because of the differences between what adults 
and children view as funny." (Knowles 15) 
For example, two of my favorite scenes involve Uncle Vernon in Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer's Stone: 
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"Oh, these people's minds work in strange ways, Petunia, they're not like you and 
me," said Uncle Vernon, trying to knock in a nail with the piece of fruitcake Aunt Petunia 
had just brought him .... 
"No Post on Sundays," he reminded them cheerfully as he spread marmalade on 
his newspapers, "no damn letters today-" 
Something came whizzing down the chimney as he spoke and caught him sharply 
on the back of the head. (Sorcerer's Stone 41) 
However, when I mention these incidents to my fellow Potterites, very few remember 
reading these lines. I personally did not pick up on Rowling's subtle humor until my second or 
third time through the novels. Many of her witticisms are so easil y overlooked that they can be 
discovered only by rereading the texts. Rowling's sly humor is a vital component of the books 
because it transforms the initial two-dimensional text into a multidimensional world populated 
with characters solving difficult problems in ways that are "nonthreatening and positive" 
(Knowles 15) to the reader. Roni Natov describes this aspect of the novels in another way: 
Children need to see their feelings, particularly the darkest ones, reflected in their stories. 
Mitigating the darkness of the fairy tales takes away their power and reassures children 
that they are not alone in their fearful imaginings, that they are shared and can be 
addressed. (321) 
It is because of her writing style that Rowling is able to announce the death of Harry 
Potter's parents so early in the first book. This is necessary to the plot of the novels in that it sets 
up the primary protagonist and antagonist for the entire series. Voldemort represents a complex 
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evil. As an antagonist in a "children's" book, Voldemort is exceptionally threatening. Rowling-
so far-has left no trace of good in the character, as is exemplified by Professor McGonagall' s 
incredulity upon discovering his disappearance in Chapter I: "after all he's done ... all the people 
he's killed ... he couldn't kill a little boy?"(Sorcerer's Stone 12). 
This, then, is the source of Harry's scar-and his fame. However, at the beginning of the 
book when we are first introduced to Harry, he has no clue about his past. The Muggle relatives 
in whom Headmaster Albus Dumbledore has placed Harry's care have hidden this dubious 
history from him in the hope that they would be able to "stamp out that dangerous nonsense" 
(Sorcerer's Stone 36). Besides being the worst of their kind-Professor McGonagail proclaims 
that "you couldn't find two people less like us" (Sorcerer's Stone i2)-the Dursley's play 
another relevant role in the texts: comic relief 
When analyzed, the level of fun poked at the Dursleys is shocking, although Rowling is 
always sure justify such attention. Their middle-class snobbery and materialism is used to set the 
humble Harry apart. Dudley is encouraged to equate material wealth with happiness, and readers 
are able to witness the poignant influence this has upon his life. When compared to Harry after 
he is admitted to Hogwarts, Dudley and his parents are the characters I feel the most pity for. 
According to Philip Nel, "[i]fthe Durlsey's represent "the norm," then they illustrate the degree 
to which bourgeois values depend upon commodity culture. [They] have been warped by their 
excessive need to display their social status (48)." Natov puts it another way: 
The Harry Potter books satirize for children the superficiality of the world, its pretenses 
and human failure, the narcissism of popular culture, the stupidity and cruelty of the 
press, the rigidity and fraudulence embedded in our institutions, particularly the schools, 
framed by the unrelenting snobbery and elitism of our social world. (325) 
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In the Goblet of Fire, Hany tells Fred and George laughter is needed now more than ever 
as he invests all of his Tournament money in the twins' future joke shop-but only with the 
promise that they will buy Ron a new dress robe. Laughter is needed in our world as well. Harry 
Potter provides this laughter along with a safe environment in which to explore the problems of 
our society under the guise of the WizardlMuggle world of the books. 
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Journal Entry #3: Characters and Relationships 
Philip Nel states that the Harry Potter novels "are about Harry creating his own surrogate 
family composed of friends, teachers, and sympathetic adults. Lacking biological parents, he 
forges an alternative family structure" (47). Central in Harry's new family are his friends 
Hermione and Ron. 
I was called the "smart chick" in high school by several of my classmates, just as 
Hermione is frequently referred to as the perfect student and a teacher's pet. In many ways, 
Hermione resembles a female version of Percy Weasley. However, unlike perfect prefect Percy, 
Hermione is a dynamic character. She struggles with her "smart chick" identity through all four 
of the Harry Potter books. Hermione is cautious by default and her natural inclination is to 
follow the rules diligently, while Harry and Ron are cast as the stereotypical adventurous males. 
Christine Schoefer addresses this issue in her article "Harry Potter's Girl Trouble": 
Halfway through the first book, when Harry rescues her with Ron's assistance, the 
hierarchy of power is established. We learn that Hermione's bookish knowledge only 
goes so far .... Like every Hollywood damsel in distress, Hermione depends on the 
resourcefulness of boys and repays them with her complicity. 
Hermione does learn from her male counterparts, however. A main part of her growth in 
the series is her education of a different sort by her two friends. As the narrator points out, 
"Hermione had become a bit more relaxed about breaking rules since Harry and Ron had saved 
her from the mountain troll, and she was much nicer for it" (Sorcerer's Stone 181). Hermione's 
ultimate lesson, however, is revealed at the end of the first book just before Harry goes forth to 
face his nemesis, Voldemort: 
Hermione's lip trembled, and she suddenly dashed at Harry and threw her arms 
around him. 
HHermione! " 
"Harry-you're a great wizard, you know." 
"I'm not as good as you," said Harry, very embarrassed, as she let go of him. 
"Me!" said Hermione. "Books! And cleverness! There are more important 
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things-friendship and bravery and-oh Harry-be careful!" (Sorcerer's Stone 286-7) 
Indeed, the meaning and importance of both friendship and bravery provides a constant message 
throughout the plights of the Gryffindor friends. Without the help of his friends, including 
Hagrid, Dobby, and Dumbledore, Harry would not survive the challenges he faces in each book. 
Harry, Hermione, and Ron's placement in the Gryffindor House---"Where dwell the brave at 
heart" (Sorcerer's Stone 118}-signifies the bravery the trio must possess to overcome each 
book's ordeal and, at the end of the series, to fight the final battIe with Voldemort. 
At least, that is my assumption. As the seventh and final novel in the seJies will not be 
published for several years to come, I can only assume what the ultimate battIe will be and who 
will be involved. So far, however, Harry's friendship with Hermione and especially Ron has 
played a large part in his success in the first three novels. The fourth pivotal novel isolates Harry 
for most of the text, perhaps signifying the fact that the final battIe must be between Voldemort 
and him alone. 
As a working-class woman, I absolutely love the Weasley family. Not only do they 
persevere through the financial strain of seven children, but Arthur and Molly Weasley are able 
to raise very successful children despite such a demanding situation: Bill, the oldest son, was 
headboyat Hogwarts and now works as a treasure hunter for Gringott's; Charlie was captain of 
-the Quidditch team and now works with dragons in Romania; and Percy becomes a Prefect, 
Headboy, and employee for the Ministry of Magic like his father. 
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Those still in school are successful in other ways, as the twins Fred and George are 
hilarious jokesters in the books-in addition to their talents on the Quidditch field. Ron is both a 
loyal friend to Harry and a superb chess player. Ginny by far has the most diffiwlt position in 
the family, as she is the only female child. Although she mainly appears in the second book, 
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, Ginny does play an important role in the text-namely, 
as a victim and device of Tom Riddle, Voldemort's sixteen-year-old self. 
While Ginny so far has remained an insignificant character, Fred, George, and Ron play 
vital roles in the plot. Fred and George, beyond making their friends and the reader laugh, are 
slowly brought to the forefront of the books when, at the end of Harry Potter and the Goblet of 
Fire, Harry bestows upon them his ill-begotten reward: 
"Fred--George--wait a moment." 
The twins turned. Harry pulled open his trunk and drew out his Twiwizard 
wmmngs. 
"Take it," he said, and thrust the sack into George's hands. 
"What?" said Fred, looking flabbergasted. 
"Take it," Harry repeated firmly. "I don't want it." 
"You're mental," said George, trying to push it back at Harry. 
"No, I'm not," said Harry. "You take it, and get inventing. It's for the joke shop." 
"He is mental," Fred said in an almost awed voice. 
"Listen," said Harry firmly. "If you don't take it, I'm throwing it down the drain. I 
don't want it and I don't need it. But I could do with a few laughs. We could all do with a 
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few laughs. I've got a feeling we're going to need them more than usual before long." 
(733) 
Harry also instructs the twins to use some of the money to buy Ron a new set of dress robes. This 
condition is based upon the humiliation Ron feels about being poor. When Harry and he first 
meet on the Hogwarts Express, Ron explains how everything he owns is secondhand: "You 
never get anything new, either, with five brothers. I've got Bill's old robes, Charlie's old wand, 
and Percy's old rat" (Sorcerer's Stone 100). In the same scene Draco Malfoy uses Ron's second 
hand items as a source of ridicule as he explains how "all the Weasleys have red hair, freckles, 
and more children than they can afford" (l08). However, Harry always responds with 
compassion to Ron's plight, as well as with guilt in regards to his own newly discovered wealth: 
Harry didn't think there was anything wrong with not being able to afford an owl. After 
all, he'd never had any money in his life until a month ago, and he told Ron so, all about 
having to wear Dudley's old clothes and never getting proper birthday presents. 
(Sorcerer's Stone 100) 
Like Ron, Harry is-at least in the Muggle world-teased for being poor and for his 
castoff clothing. Like precocious Hermione, Harry is smart and talented, only his abilities are 
demonstrated on the Quidditch field and in his many encounters with Voldemort and his 
minions. However, some of the images included in the novels actually reinforce the traditional 
class system, an example being the elite Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Even so, 
the books are popular with people of all classes, perhaps because, as George Orwell once stated, 
there is a "need for working class children to imagine themselves among the elite, and for the 
elite to maintain their privileges by indoctrinating impressionable readers with the conservative 
values the story promoted" (NeI42). Nel also describes how "Rowling investigates the 
prejudices that develop around racial and cultural differences not through social realism but 
through fantasy" (44). 
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Like his two best friends, Harry is both loyal and brave---a true Gryffindor. While it is 
apparent that Harry's social status is by far the most complex among the friends, the reason is not 
simply because he is "the boy who lived" (Sorcerer's Stone I). It is the complex relationships 
between these three characters that leave a lasting impression. While Harry is obviously the main 
character, without the support of his friends and the many other people who help along the way, 
the story of Harry Potter would have ended in the Dark Forest in the Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer's Stone. 
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HARRY POTTER, SUPERSTAR! 
Harry Potter, Superstar! 
By now we're all used to heavy marketing campaigns for movies. But 
movies that actually fee/like two-hour-plus marketing campaigns are a 
relatively new phenomena . .. Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets 
sells itself dutifully minute-by-minute. (Zacharek) 
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At this very moment, adults and children all over the world are eagerly awaiting the 
release of the fifth book in J.K. Rowling's popular series. However, until Harry Potter and the 
Order of the Phoenix is released, these Potterites have plenty to distract them. Like Warner Bros. 
recent rendition of Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, businesses all over the world are 
cashing in on the Harry Potter phenomenon In his book Barry Trotter and the Unauthorized 
Parody, Michael Gerber offers an illuminating example of the controversy surrounding the 
commercialization of the Harry Potter series by businesses like Warner Bros. The author writes 
with amazing perception about the cultural phenomenon: 
[Barry Trotter:] When you're reading the books, you provide the pictures. So not only do 
you tell yourself the story in a way that is meaningful ... you also exercise your 
imagination while doing it .... So say I'm a kid who sees the movie, then picks up the 
books. Who's making the pictures then? The movie people! And since movies are a 
business-and a pretty cynical one at that-the pictures that they give you will be the 
blandest, most mainstream ones they can come up with. They'll put some market-
researched, audience-tested, focus-grouped crap into your head-and call it Barry 
Trotter l 
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[Phyllis, his secretary:] TV and movies are what people like today. Making it impossible 
for people to see this one movie won't change that. They'll just watch some other movie 
instead, and then there's no chance that they'll read the books. A lot more kids will pick 
up a copy if you let the movie happen. (168-9) 
There is debate about the literary merit and commercial value of the Harry Potter among 
literary critics, as well. Jack Zipes discusses the same issues as Gerber in his book Sticks and 
Stones, and his censure is apparent. His belief that the popularity of the Harry Potter books is 
"driven by commodity consumption that at the same time sets the parameters of reading and 
aesthetic taste" (172) is shared by the newspaper The New York Times. The newspaper created a 
separate best-seller list for children's books when the fourth Harry Potter book was released 
back in 2000. This was done with the intent of preventing Goblet of Fire from joining the other 
three novels at the top of the nationally acclaimed New York Times Best-Seller Lists, and it sent 
the clear message that Harry Potter did not possess the literary merit necessary for the traditional 
list. 
This incident illustrates the importance of the distinction between the books and the 
phenomenon itself As demonstrated above, critics like the author Jack Zipes consider the 
phenomenal success of Harry Potter to be caused, not by the literary merits of the works, but the 
manipulation of the "culture industry" in countries such as the United States and the United 
Kingdom (Zipes x). The relationship between the popularity of the book and the literary critics' 
opinions of it seems to be inversed, meaning the higher the public opinion the lower the literary 
merit. Opinions of the Harry Potter books vary widely between the critics and the public, 
ranging from a "I felt they were formulaic and sexist" (Zipes 171) to "I was hooked, just like 
everyone else [by 1. K. Rowling's] amazing imagination" (Scott and Shulman). In the end, most 
academics and other professionals are still debating whether the popularity of the Harry Potter 
books is caused by any literary merit of the texts or simply the massive advertising strategies 
employed by the publishers and Warner Bros. 
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Many of these professionals agree, however, that there is some literary basis for the 
massive appeal Harry Potter holds for readers of all ages. As stated in the article Harry Potter's 
Oedipal Issues, "It follows that, the more common the phantasy [sic], the more popular the work 
ofliterature will be which allows us to engage with it, whether consciously or not" (Noel-Smith 
199). This statement implies that there is an archetypal fantasy that J. K. Rowling is exploring in 
her texts. Noel-Smith describes how "each of the four books ends with the train journey back to 
London Kings Cross, passing the other way through the barrier back to fictional reality and 
Harry leaving the station with his step-parents to endure another Summer holiday with them and 
without magic" (200-1). The crossing of the barrier at Platform 9 % represents the passage 
between "a description of real life (which, in Harry Potter's case, is grim) into one of magic 
(which represents life as we would like it to be)" (Noel-Smith 201). 
The entrance to Platform 9 % is an ample representation of the difficulties many critics 
have with the texts. These censors are much like the Dursleys, who refuse to suspend their 
disbelief and hate all things not "norma\''' Instead, they analyze the wall from every possible 
angle, prod the bricks one by one, and proclaim it impossible. The critics conclude that the 
novels are poorly written and of shoddy workmanship because these people do not know how to 
reach the magic behind the closed door. The key to understanding the popularity, the magic, 
behind the Harry Potter books is on Platform 9 %, and only by a leap-<>r a run-of faith can it 
be reached. 
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The crossing of this barrier and the suspension of our disbelief is the mark of a true 
Potterite. To say "I love Harry Potter!" is to be accepted into this new community of readers, and 
for some it is the first time they have ever felt that they belong. There is an understanding 
between the reader and Harry as he explains to Dobby why he must return to Hogwarts for the 
school year: "It's all that's keeping me going. You don't know what it's like here. I don't belong 
here" (Chamber of Secrets 16). Stephanie Zackarek explains how the Harry Potter books 
"understand how all of us, adults and children alike, yearn for a sense of community and 
belonging even as we long to set ourselves apart, to feel that we're loved and accepted not in 
spite of our oddities but because of them." 
The Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry provides a solution to this, for it is a 
community where Harry cannot only escape the torment of the Dursley's, but also be accepted 
because of his unusual talents. Natov argues that, ''while Hogwarts contains all the offensive and 
irritating aspects of reallife--it in fact mirrors its elitism and petty power struggles-is also a 
wondrous and humorous world" (318). Harry is set apart from his peers at Hogwarts because of 
the power struggle occurring between the magical community in the United Kingdom and the 
villain Lord Voldemort, who murdered Harry's parents-and tried to kill him as well-when 
Harry was just one year old. 
Rowling has implied that the loss of Harry's biological parents plays an important role in 
the series. This suggestion is supported by both Harry's vision in the Mirror ofErised, in 
Sorcerer's Stone, and the appearance of his parents' ghosts during his battle with Voldemort in 
Goblet of Fire. Harry's discovery of the Marauder's Map, and his subsequent relationships with 
his father's best friends Sirius Black and Remus Lupin, play an important role in the 
development of his wizard family-Black and Lupin join Dumbledore as surrogate father 
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figures. Philip Nel believes that "these novels are about Hany creating his own surrogate family 
comprised of friends, teachers, and sympathetic adults" (47) to replace "the norm" represented 
by the Dursley's, who "illustrate the degree to which bourgeois values depend upon commodity 
culture" and who "have been warped by their excessive need to display their social status" (48). 
The creation of an alternative family is significant in the Hany Potter phenomenon 
because it addresses the common childhood fear of abandonment, and "children need to see their 
feelings, particularly the darkest ones, reflected in their stories [in order] to reassure [them] that 
they are not alone in their fearful imaginings, that they are shared and can be addressed" (Natov 
321). Similarly, Gail Grynbaum argues that the wide appeal of the Harry Potter series is partially 
due to the fact that "[t]he psychological climate in much of the rapidly changing technological 
world is one of spiritual depletion, emotional alienation and personal isolation." She goes on to 
state that Harry, Ron, and Hermione may be a "central attraction of the series in these alienated 
times, a reminder to many readers who have felt alone since early childhood, of the lost 
archetype of comradeship." 
The magic of Hany Potter lies in the books' fantastical representations of the problems 
its readers face in the real world: 
the Hany Potter books satirize ... the superficiality of the world, its pretenses and 
human failures, the narcissism of popular culture, the stupidity and cruelty ofthe press, 
the rigidity and fraudulence embedded in our institutions, particularly the schools, framed 
by the unrelenting snobbery and elitism of our social world. (Natov 325) 
All of these ideas suggest that Harry Potter "represents embodiment and resilience in a world 
that represses the spirit" (Grynbaum). Gail Grynbaum also argues that the people of our world 
will be "called upon as never before to open themselves to their spiritual and somatic capacities 
-if they are to overcome the challenges placed in the way of their survival, in a world so 
threatened by greed and the power drive as our own." The Harry Potter books have become a 
phenomenon because they represent, with humor and compassion, this struggle for survival. 
Gerber sums up this idea wittily: 
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Your life isn't a book, nobody's is. Look for the heroism in everyday things. Try staying 
married without strangling each other, or raising kids who aren't total psychopaths-it's 
not glamorous, but it's just as difficult as whalloping an Irish Whiskybreath with a 
wicked hangover. (165) 
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Chapter Five 
Reading /tarry Potter with Navajo Eyes 
Hollie Ander~'Jn 
• 
As 1 (cad. the Hllrr,Y Potter books as a Navajo graduate student at Purciut:: 
University in Indiana, 1,400 miles from my home, I felt that many of the 
themes \vcrc pertinent to me personally as an alien student disconnected 
friJlTI the familiar and also to the experiences of my parents, borh of v.·-hom 
attended boarding schools. As the daughter of Navajos who hOld experienced 
cncultnration through as.similationist bo,lrding: schools, it was impossible [or 
me to read the books without the stories of my parellts echoing in the sh"d-
ows- of the text. I experienced themes of alienation and disconnection 
strongly as I read, And yet. T found familiar and comforting themes it:; \"dl. 
Iu this chapter I vlill share my observations about the ways that the 1 larry 
P'Jtter boob; ronnc(.;t to my story, my l;unily, and my culture, 
J \VUS raised on the Na\rajo Reservation in the Four Corners area of the 
United States covering parts of Arizona, New l\lcxico, and Utah. This 
area is traditional land for the Navajo. Stories are lIlallY lamlforms encir-
cled by four sacred mountains the Navajo believe arc their protectors. 
\Vithin these mountains vou call find a rich culture that \yas almost lost 
due to the US, governmc;lt plan to <tssimilatc all cultures to the Europ!:::lil 
American culture. The culture of the Navajo people has lived on dCf'pitc 
all the energy put into removing it. One of the instruments the lLit:cu 
States employed in doing this was sch(j{)ling. In the beginning, trom ihe 
late 1800s to the early 19005, Native American education centered on civ-
ilizing. Before th(~ !vleriam Report, the United States viewed the native 
Ways as wrong, aud school was to save them from themselves. As historian 
Joel Spring (1998) reflects, "one might cousider this plan ofIndian educa-
tion as one oLthe g.t:.cat"cndcavors to d(~$troy cultures and languages and 
replace them" wi,tl~,,}!l'~~~c~ ,culture and Janguage" (p. 33), After th" 
l\1eI~am:~epor~:&;~~ftY:~itat,~,:tf~~: the probl(~rn with Native (~ducati()n \Yd., 
, 
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the government's attitude, there was a change maJc in approaches to 
Native schooling. It was declared that the students ::hould interact more 
with their families instead of being isolated, and it was a policy goal that 
their culture and language would not be discourageu. Although the origi-
nal plan to tid Native people of their culture and language through edu-
cation was formed in the late 1800$ and changed :lftcr the l'vlcriam 
Reportl the effects of the assimilation rcappc~lfed in the 19505 and 19605 
when my parents were in school, due to the reaction to the civil 
movement (Spring, 1997). 
The Boarding School 
Both my parents attended Bureau of InJian t\1fairs' boarding ::ichools 
the 1960s.iviy mother attended au off-reservation boarding schnol at 
\Vingate in New !vlexico. I lere ghe was unahlc to speak her lIative 
guage. The students there would be punished anytime they would 
Navajo. Punishments, meh as washing their mouths out with soap, getting 
slapped on the hands with rulers, doing extra (,hores, Of eycn getting pad-
dled, were common, One thing that my nlom always remembered was 
the tcachers would assign different students to monitor the lanbruage 
spoke. The monitor would writc down the names of all the students 
spoke Navajo and report it to the teachers. The students \\rho had 
names reported got punished. This was hard on students bcc.lUSC they 
to tell Oil each other and th:.-lt made barriers to having really good friends.' 
There were similarities in the Harry Potter series with Harry being 
the culture he belonged to, although at first he was not even ;l\varc of 
He could not even mention anything about the ",M" word, magic. in 
Dursley home, but he did not know why. There""are not many barriet's 
Hogv{arts. Students are cncourageJ to help each other, although there 
times when other students try to "monitor" onc anothtr, but usu<lJly '~'L' 
up getting into the same troubk. Draco tries a few times to get Harry 
trouble, for example, when he finds out that Harry, Ron. and 1 iermio 
arc out after hours, n-ying to get Norbert on his way, or when he 
Harry is getting in trouble for flying his broom when he was told not 
Draco usually ends up unhappy with the 'results. 
Most of the Navajo kids stayed at the donns all the time. ~tly 
hardlY,ever went ,home. The ~aculty a,u.d staff were mostly !TI<ldc up 
older ~hite pe?plil~ho"t#cc.t~d t~~>,tt~~,ents to believe the religion 
, ,bclie~~~,>~,4i;;~t~~:lf,~~~~(:, .. ~;fl~p:e~_~~ThcrcW'as [10 sign of cnconr-
, .. ~~t/ ;\:-,;'::,>' \i:h:l:;;w:4~~¥i>~t;,r:J~:'~iwEii:5t~~~~~~~,:~;S- :i'.ij!{i j' 
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aging the Navajo culture there. J\,Iy mom did not um1crstand this.. She just 
knew she was not at home and rnisscd lwI' fam,ily. In the l1(/rry Potter 
books the children often stay at boarding 5cho01 through holidays. Yet, 
this is portrayed as a positive experience. which is the childrcn'5 preference. 
By contrast, many Navajo children longed for home. Also, the muggle 
children show no signs of conCCfll that their rnugg1c v,llues, language, 
dress, and other habits arc being lost. 
Home to TIly mother was where she could freely express herself and 
pracrice the culture she had grown up in. Strong tics to the Navajo \'\.·;lY of 
life ensured that my mother stayed connected to her culture and the lan-
.!SUage she spoke. ~iy grandmother never discouraged speaking Navajo and 
o(tell tuuk my mother and hcr siblings to ceremonies other members of 
the family participated in. Never did my grandmother tell my mother to 
f.to[l being Navajo. Although my grandmother \Val> married to a n011-
Navajo Danish man, my grandfather, she did not assimibtc to his 'vay of 
life, They were able to live in two worlds and make it one for their ~amily. 
In contrast) HogwHrt:;, the school, was the safety zone for l"Iarry to be who 
he wanted to be, and "home" with the Dursleys was where he felt 
unknown. 
This world that my mother grew up in was very different from what 
most Navajo kids grew up in. First of all, my mother was racially one-half 
Navajo and one-half Danish. The bet (hat she looks more Danish than 
Nav;~io contributed to the bad experience she had growillg up in <l bO:.lrd-
ing schooL Everyone who grew up with her and knew her did not sec the 
difference that was so apparent to everyone else. She knew she was 
Navajo, but when she got to the boarding school, the olher studcllt~ saw 
her :1S a little white girl and she experienced discrimination from people 
she thought were the same as her. vVith the students discriminating 
ag.iinst her dnd the te,lchcfS not v;anting her to speak her language, life 
Was tough. Being among her family trI;dc her appreciate who people arc 
and not what tht~y look like. !vI)' mother speaks very fluent Navajo am! 
Englil>h with no hint of the other's aCt~ent. 
Cross-Cultural Bxperiences 
In the lJarry Potter books, students who ar{' bicultural, who belong to both 
the mugglc and magical worlds, arc also targets for derision aud attack, 
Just be<.:ause ,tltey:::~,:,?~ lI~~ggl,e fal'nilies, they arc di$criminated :lgai11o:.t 
succeedir\~ in pcrfonning magic ;ike 
~ 
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any full-blooded wizard. IIermione amI. Neville arc examples of people 
coming from two different cultures, each with the same expectation, 
namely, to be a good wizard. Hermione, on one hand, is a full-blooded 
muggle who proves her wizarding talents in her magic classes at Hogwarts 
and usually does better than most classmates. NcviUc, on the other hand, 
is a full-blooded wizard who h~\s difficulty using his common wizard sense 
to get through everyday tasks. This is a case that shows that just because 
you arc born into a culture, it docs not mean you an: automatically 
than someone who is taught the culmrc. This part of the text also sends 
readers the positive message that where you come from should not matter. 
In many ways my c..'{pericnce going; to Purdue University from the 
Navil:io Nation is similar to how l"hrry felt going to I-logwarts. As a gmd-
uate student in education, I often felt isolated, but still cxdtcu and glad to 
be somewhere new, in a different culture. I felt isobtcd became I was 
far away from home. 1'1)' culture was far away. Everything was diffcren 
had to watch everything from the things I laughed at, and the way I pro .. 
nounced words, At times I just w~mted to get in my truck and urivc 
.md at times when I was home, 1 could not wait to get back to Indiana.'" 
11y experience is similar to what other Navajo students experience. 
Wilder,Jackson, and Smith (2001) describe Nav~~o students' transitions 
postsecondary education: 
Particil'alHS rep()!ud feeling uneasy and somewhat "disconne,~tcd~ when they left 
their homeland to pursue work or educational opportunities, They also reported 
ing confilsed about mixed Ille~~agcs to (a) I,'ave th~,ir resClvation to be sw.:ccssfui 
(1) maintain their traditional connection to their tribt>. land, 2nd culture, (p" 123) 
Harry \-vas put illto a culture that was nothing like the one he had 
gro~i.ng up in, He had to learn on his own what things are and what 
mean to the peopic who are of the culture in which hc was 
Although Harry was glad to have left the Dursleys, he was still unccrtaiJf 
of the new environment, The smallest things confused Harry' because 
did not know what every wizard grew up kno .. ving. The whole idea 
being a wizard and practicing magic seemed very uncommon to 
who had grown up as a. muggle. When he first met Hagrid, who was 
to pick up Harry from the 'Dursleys, he found out more about himself 
the Dursleys hacI.evet let himknQw;ut!iJ~ecouJdha,dly believe any 
It allw .. very.h0c:kingfot,~atry,t'l;firi~i!\'lt he came trom a wizard 
.• ,,~;;.~~~~it.:~~:Z_~fl~;~a. very I"mous. 
) 
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Harry stepped into the Leaky Cauldron and attention came tq him, he 
lmcw that cveryone knew something that he did not. \Vhen Hagrid led 
I hrry into Diagon Alley, the physical setting was something that Harry 
h~d never seen before, although any wizard kid his age would "not have 
been so excited because it was a normal thing to sec cauldrons of aU shapes 
and makes or shops that sold magic wands. The encounter that made 
I I,1fry feel vcry unsure and stupid .. "as when he went into l\1adam f.,1alkin's 
Robes For All Occasions and had his first experience with another first-
year Hogwarts student. This encounter brought out the given knowledge 
that every wizard should know. The boy Harry came in contact ·.vith, 
which we later find out is Draco l\.r1alfoy, expcctB that "iust because Harry 
i~ of a wiz<lnlillg family and he i~ going: to I"Jog\\'drt:;, he should know the 
~irnple things. Although Harry did feel stupid tt)r not understanding why 
a first-year was trying to sl11uggle a broomstick into school, or what on 
earth Qpidditch .. vas or why it was a bad thing to be in the HufHepulI 
house, he did not let the other boy know this. Harry probably did not want 
to embarrass himself or just the fact that he already disliked the boy's atti-
tude made him not ask questions. 
As a graduate studenr at a "Midwcstern university 1 fuund tlua I, like 
I larry, often questioned what people were talking about because T d.id not 
know some things that \vere everyday knowledge for someolle frum the 
10e,11 culture. One day, in one of the classes I taught called 
"l'v111ltieulturalism allu Education," one of my undergraduate students was 
tclling us that his grandfather did the eulogy for Norman DOlle. 
Appareutly, everyone knew who Norman Dale was, whereas I was won-
dering what was so special about him. The students had to explain to me 
that Norman Dah: was the coach that Gene Hackman portrayed in the 
1986 movie /JooJit!rJ. I do not know if it was Indiana culture, or just col-
lege baskctb.lll culture that I lacked kmwdcdgc about, ... vhtn, on anothci 
()~CaSiOll the students were talking abouJ the situation that was happening 
\Vlth Bobby Knight. They 'were all talking about it <lnd after listening 
~whik. I asked, "Who is Bobby Knight?" They looked at me a..<:; if I CJJl)C 
from another planct~ I wa~ a living cx.t1llplc of cross-cultural experience for 
my students, Aside from what othcl' people were talking auout that J was 
unfamiliar with, ,sm~l1 things like the commercials on the local telC'vision 
stations .did not. make too, much sense. There \va'· a c ) n . 1 f' p. 
'" " ,,', . '" ... I ilH..'rC);;l or lzza 
King llizza. 'and;thcir,l~i1,e"was spmething about how I)"" . K· ' 
.,' ,,': ,>-,,>::,.' ":;", "" '" lZZ,1 Ingwas as tra-
ditionarto IiJdia.nl\:,a~, ,~.QW">tl'p~!J1J.~"~ Is ,cow tipping really a traliitioll? Not 
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only were some of the things ill the new culture not making sense, but 
there were times when what I said did not make sense to people 1 was t.lik-
ing to. It did make sense, but not in the \ .... 'ay I wanted it to. The full con-
text was missing. I had to watch how I said things, such as when 1 talked 
about the reservation I often said, "the rt~z." I would realize that people did 
not know what "the fez" was until I explained it, starting back to when the 
U.S. government came up with the idea of reserving land for different 
tribes. The word rCl., so simple in my culmre, is an entire history lesson ill 
another culture, the same as Norman Dale was simple enough in one cul-
turc and a history lesson to me. 
The culture shock that HUfY was experiencing is also similar to 
happens in the Navajo culture when a child ~rows up off the reservation 
and then returns back to the reservation. The Nav<~o who grows 
uut the Navajo culture can fmd him5clf feeling embarrassed or lost because., 
things that arc learned growing up Navajo are things that arc a part 
everyday life. There is not a class to take to learn how to be Navajo. The 
norms that Navajo children come to know arc things they pick up 
their environment. When children who might have been adopted 
to the Nav:!jo reservation, there is no way they conld know culturally 
cific details and norms because not even the Navajo kids who do 
these realize that these things. such a$ how to be funny or polite, are 
ferent. I f you asked Navajo kitls why they do things the way they do 
probably couldn't explain it. So, when Nayajo kids come into contact 
other kids who arc not Navajo they do not realize that there is a diffcrcnci:,;: 
The children arc not the ones to blame for discriminating in such circum:: 
stances, but it is important to have these children av,'3re of what can 
harmful Of hurtful. In the liarry Potter books, r5r<lCO 11alfoy might - , 
known he was discriminating. He did not realize he was talking to 
une who
, 
he would later find out, was Harry Potter tnt.: famOi.1S wizan.1. 
A contemporary example of children growing up off the 
and returning with no clue as to what being Navajo means arc the ,hi1dre~ 
of the L. D. S. Iv1ormOll Church pbcemcnt program. Navajo 1'Vlormoll 
families sometimes scnd thcir children oft' to school and to live 
someone else to learn more about the Mormon Church, which is 
off the reservation. These ch ildren typically grow up in a white household 
with'little connection. to thcir)\~aV:!ljo;;ro!?,,!$~ After the children ,complet~ 
th,ci~'scl;lp_,?~gj~,t,hl! placc~~n,~ ~~:,.~hich they might have been 
," ' " ittr ~se~~,,:~,:~Jey ~h:l~~;~;m~;~~~~J~ 9~: the reservation and 
"'2' ',ii, v;\"~;,'~~].jt'~~~iJ~~~\f;sb~fila~i¢1~0~,+0""""'K',, 
) 
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expected to live within a culture they have not c.xperienccd in thC',.,past few 
years. This causes profound culture shock and feelings of being lost. It is 
\'ery difficult for such young people to adapt to the way of life of the 
Navajo because there are so mallY ditferences between these' cultures. 
1\U'cnts who send their children on these placement programs believe it is 
for the good of the children, but what most of them do not understand is 
that this program uses this tactic to assimilate Native American children 
into the American culture. The sad thing is that it works. 
.Feelings of embarrassment and stupidity based on cross cultural mis-
understanding 3fe sensed as Harry Potter listens to Draco talk. The glllld 
thing is that Harry comes across some nice people to help him undcrst;\nd 
tbis new cultun.: ill which. he wa~ phKCd. I larry's frit.'ilJ plays a vital wIt: 111 
hi" understanding of this new culture. Like Harry, I found nice people to 
help me understand the new culture in which I was placed. A friend of 
mini.~ w{)s at Purdue a year before I went there. She \vas originally from 
Staten Island in New York City but she helped me understand some of the 
"normal" things done in \Vcst Lat:tyctte, Indiana. She did not understand 
mme things out there either, but she knew they were done. I guess you 
could say she taught me how to go through the motions, but not the rea-
sons why, just because she merely shareu what she was told. Another friend 
of mine who was also Native American, helped me understand the Indiana 
I..ulture hom what she had experienced in the four years she lived then.:. I 
think just talking with her about the difYerences we had both noticed was 
what helped me get alollg more ~asily.1\tly professors also had a lot of input 
in helping me understand my position and exactly what I was doing in 
Indiana by asking me questions that made me think critically about what 
my true thoughts were about where I was. They also helped me put words 
to ffi,'t' feelinl:;'S. One incident occurred when I was talking with a professor 
who was also not iram Indiana but had been there several years. She said, 
l'It's like sorneonc cut your image out of a piChlfC and placed it in another 
. < 
ptcture with a different SCene :and it JUSt docsn't look right." It made sense 
because I did feel like I Was somewhere that was JUSt tv.-'o-dimensional to 
~e, everything was just backdrop. I did not really get into any of the third 
dlrnension of West Lafayette, Wllich I would consider to be the clllture.1'lle 
only place that was ,real to me and made ~cnse W.IS the classroom. IvIanv 
aspect'S c;>f class,~~!;lil,);ul:~ur~ ,are shared across regions. I think al"o that i:1 
the back <?f my J1~,~~,;~! ~ep~Jt:,in.~n~ I was OUt there only for school and 
thus, I di~ n()t.:ib~~,~JM!.!\~g~t. rj)(}tcd. into the culture. . , 
!e 
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Types of Families 
The biggest change in being in Indiana was being without my family, with 
whom I had lived closely for rwenty-three years. Family is very important 
to most people and it is a signiflcant theme in the l/arry Petler series. As 
I re"d, I noticed that there were also many similarities between the idea 
family in the Iiarry Potter !'cries and the idea of family in NAvajo culture. 
There arc also differences. Nav~~o families can be rclatcJ to Oil either 
of what we consider good or baJ families. The first family that we 
across in the Hurry Potter storics is the Dursley family. The Durs1cy-like 
f.'lmily occurs in every culture. This (""mily was ashan1cJ of being 
to a wiz.arding family. Navajo people that know they arc relatcd to 
who use \vitchcraft with negative motivations usually react the same 
They want nothing to do with them. They will not rclate to th~sc 
unless they have tu because they are $till Elmily ;lnd sometime:) involve": 
ment in negatively motivateJ \, .... itchcfaft is not t~ven their fault. 
Although the Dursleys did not want anything to do with 
because he was of a wizarding family, they still took him in. Kinship 
the Durslcys keep and raise Harry. '1'hc tat:t that Aunt Petunia was 
maternal aunt seems like the most logical explanation. This t-:.xplanatior: 
might be logical to me because, in Navajo culture, maternal aunts are 
sidered mothers to the babies of their sisters. Because clans and idclltiry 
are passed through the mother's bloodline, which makes the Navajo 
ple a matriarchal onc~ it is a simple explanation as to why the Durslcys 
not give up Harry Potter. They might not have done the same things 
him as they diJ for Dudley, or even consider him one of their own, 
they still gave him what he needed. 
, ~ 
Another family that the readers are introuuced to is the \Vcasley 
ill'. Although the \Veasley family was totally dificrcnt from the Durslcys~ 
they, too, show N'lVajo characteristics. 'the generosity that rhe Vv'easley" 
demonstrated even though they were not blood rcladv'Cs of 
showed their concern for his well-being in giving him what he needs 
tionally. The \Veasleys are a family who many Navajo can relate 
because, although, they might not be as well off financhdly as the" 
nant culture might suggest is adequate, they emit the feeling that they 
happy and thankful that they have their family. Of course, there are 
going to be pc;ople in the familywllO ~l1_(}w their gratitude diffcre~"It(y. 
and 
) 
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rne-downs. Although some of the children might have h!lli to put up mak-
ing do with secondhand things, they all hall plenty of respect for their par-
ents fi)r they knew that their fiHher loved his job and that he did the be,<:t 
he could for them and that their mother \ViiS always there to giv~ them 
what they needed emotionally and, if necessary, materially. We do sec 1vIr. 
\Veasley trying to do a little more for them when h(': took the boys to the 
Qyidditch \Vorld Cup. Charli(', Bill, and Percy seemed to be happy with 
what they had, and although they were determined to live on their OWl), 
in their mVll joGs, they still show their respect to their mother and father. 
These Eunily dynamics will be familiar to the Nav;ljo reader. 
Magic and Nature and Culture 
In additioll to the broad themes of schooling and family, there are also 
many details :lbout culture, magic, and nature that a Navajo (ould relate to 
in the Harry Potter series. The parts that might seem fiction to a rm.in-
stream American reader SIKh as the cloak of invisibility or anilmlgi would 
be something that is possible to understand and believe to a traditional 
Navajo reader. Traditional Navajos, like myself, can understand that there 
is witchcratt out there and aU people have their own magic. \Vhethcr they 
choose to make it good or evil is what will shine through, There arc alway:; 
good and evil ill ('vcry culture, Along with the good and evil in every cul-
tun:, all cultures havc a WHy to protect themselves from what opposes 
them. In the (ase of Harry Pottcr, his lightening-holt shaped scar \\'as a 
mark of the protection that came ii-om his mother. Lightening is also a 
symbol of protection to the Navajo people because lightening was used by 
twin heroes as swords to defeat "monsters." 
\Vhat people consider frightening varies across cultures. Some things 
in Harry Pottt~r made me feel uncomfortable. Littlc things like the death 
d:ty party disturbed ilK. Talking about death is taboo, St) it is uSllally not 
mentioned or discussed. Volhat made '.Pe uncomfortable reading this was 
that it \'vas :l party and there were these kids attending this party with the 
ghosts and rotten 6)od. Another thing that is taboo in Navajo culture is 
the owl. The owl is usually .l bad omen or :l messenger of bad ne\V~. For 
Harry, having an owl wa.", a good thing. In both Harry Potter allJ Navajo 
culture, ;inimagi are rcru. Sirius Black, Professor LI.~pil1, and \Vormt~il 
were able to transform from a Iltunan figure to an animal. It is said that 
certain people in the Navajo cul~rc arc able to transform tbemsdvcs into 
animal Jigures.The-f)¢Qplc-whQ ~~ d(~ this arc considered wirdws and it 
'-t., 
.." ,.., 
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is done by magic. The ability to transform into an aJ:Umal was developed 
for the purpose of necessity and travel for the Navajo centuries before 
modern transportation W'olS available. It goes all the Wily back to the 
uing of man. Like the wizards in the book, the :i'\;wajo culture has 
good and bad practitioners of magic. '111CSC days. it is oftentimes used 
personal gain in a negative w.ly. Although it WitS never lll.cant to be a 
thing, the idea of animagi ha..." become a negative onc. 
Teaching Harry Potter to Nav'\io Children 
I am currently a Gfth. grade teacher in a school on the Navajo Reservation.' 
As I read these books, I have reflected on how I would usc the IIarr]! 
series in my classroom. It has many multicultural issues that need to 
addressed in a fifth grade classroom. Being a fifth grade teacher has 
me aware of the many issues that our students face every day. These 
can be a valuable resource in discussions about cross-cultural expcriences~ 
Themes can be taught from both a broadly historical and a personal 
immediate point of view. I would be concerned that Navajo children 
bring exclusively positive connotations to the idea of boarding 
based on their readings of the Hany Potter books. As I grew up, the 
"boarding school" was painfully evocative of my parents' experiences. 
cOIltrast, my fifteen-year-old brother reading these books may have 
more positive and more contradictory associations with this tenn. 
issue can stimulate an important discussion among fifth graders. 
magic and evil can also be discussed. There arc many books that 
need to have written permission to read, which I understand, but 
Harry Potier series is something that students should be reading. 
Navajo teaching Navajo students, I w{)uld not p~rceivc the Jlarry 
books to be an evil thing or even a bad thing to rcad:The creativity in 
is a factor that students at about the fifth-glade level need to explore. 
many students, this series involves the most "real" ch,uactel's that 
been written in a long time. 
Core issues of multiculturalism are vcry apparent throughout 
series. The vvnys that different races are portrayed can be profitably 
cussed widl students. Socioeconomic status is the most dominant 
cnce among groups. at Hogw.uts and, should also be examined. 
socioeconomic',gifIc;rence is 50f.(l_~th.,~J;lg,Jl)!lt I rel~tcd to most. There 
~'-: g~~fJ~~ 
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biases in the world might encourage them to rd1ccl upon themselves ;md 
about what kind of people they will be in our society. Do they want to be 
like Draco and his family? Or do they want to be like Harry and the 
\Vca~lcy's? All students who read these books, with whom I am 
acquainted, are able to relate to them somehow-irom ten year olds at my 
~chool to my fifteen-year-old brother in high school, ttl people who study 
behind the scenes of l1arry Potter. Navajo students and teachers and the 
traditional Navajo family who believe in balance and harmony can enjoy 
these hook~ for their entcrtainmC'nt n}uc and for the "realness" of these 
char~lcters and events, but they will inevitably be read with Navajo eyes. 
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Chapter Two 
Harry Potter's World: Magic, 
Technoculture, and Becoming Human 
, 
Peter Appelbaum 
, '~ :: , 
It is im~Lr{aflt to remcmher th:Jf we all have magic insi<ie of us. 
-.1. K. Rawling (attributed to Rowting at the Harry Potter Lexicon. 
20()(), Steve Vander Ark http://www.i2k.c.om/ 
-s"derarkllcxicon/w _spells.htm} I 
StHllC pt'oplc arc still <lskillg, "\Vhat i~ it about J. K. Rllwling's If{lr~y 
Polta books that has made them 50 popular?" I want to ask, "Vlhat is it 
about our culture that embraces the Harty Perter books and has turned 
liar,.v Potter into such a phenomenon?" There are more subtle and inter-
esting things to l~ok at than~ say, the general content of the books. Popular 
works by successful children's authors, such asJane Yolen (Wizard's lla/f, 
1991), Phillip Pullum" (Golden CompaJS, 1996), Lois Lowry (The Giver, 
1993). and Natalie Babbitt (Tuck Everlasting, 1975), for example, hflVC 
enjoyed exc,c11cnt marketing of novels that evoke parallel worlds, m~glc, 
and folklore. Each bas a preadolescent protagonist beginning to negoti-
ate the psychosocial crisis ofindividual versus group identity.flarry Poll,,,. 
hn)c may also share characteristics with other rcccnt promotional 
schemes allJ prouuct tic-ins, such :15 Pol:emon, Power Pu.LT Girls, Power 
RangcN, UTf,VF WarZont', and so on. But to "blame" the successes of H{{r~v 
Poller on corporate marketing alone beg~ the question. After all~ some 
potential product hypes don't make it, whereas others uo. And few ef 
them start out as a quiet book [corn. an unkllown author. To interpret the 
JJarry Potter success~, as one of corporate culture preying on innocent 
children, (qirouxt , 2000) would, I suggest, perpetuate inappropI'i!l~e 
assum.ptions., I wi!:lh,to,debunk three of th~s(' pre·-sumptions: Can we ,ny 
that c:()nsu~ler ,9tlttU~~)1~S ,~u;mp~~ all other pmsiblc manifestmioll' of 
:', l~~:~J:~.:4sni,g~~i~j~1~,~~~ ~~;;m,~~,~e,,~lat)!1~~ket dynamicll and individ-
w 
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ual agency are far more complex.. Do we want to say rilat children arc pas-
sive, naive recipients of greedy corporate cultural products? Surely chil-
dren and others act as agents of sodal change even as they behave in 
certain socially reproductive ways. 
Can we understand the cultural meanings of llarry Potter stories (or 
any other popular cultural artifact) as distanced observers? I suggest that 
distanced interpretations further collapse the cultural story of Harry Polter 
into the world of children's literature, ignoring the wider range of readers 
(including college students and other adults)1 and the cultural phenomena 
of Harry Potter beyond the books themselves (e.g., Harry Potter tOYSi 
diaries, and other bookstore impulse items; towels, mirrors, and other 
home decorating products; websites, f1lk/ and other fanware). One thing 
I have learned from cultural studies is that tcxtual analysis is not eHough. 
Nor is it enough to prescnt a well-honed social analysis of popular culture 
phenomena (Daspit & \Vcavcr, 1998). It is important to understand how 
children and other Harry Potter fans "read" and interpret the books, cul-
tural products, consumer items, and fanware-thc details of the liarry 
Potter culture-as cultural resources out of which people make sense of 
themselves (Fiske, 1990), It is especially important to learn from people 
how they "use" popular culture resourceS. to make sense of their lives, their 
culture, and their fears and fantasies, and through such mediation, to (on-
stmcr new modes of meaning (Eco, 1979; de Certeau, 1984; Appelbaum, 
1999), 
In this chapter, I describe some of what I have learned through talk-
ing with young people in informal and fomuu interviews about the ways 
that the popularity of llany Potter texts dovetails well with other mass cul~ 
ture phenomcna. I focus particularly on those asptcts of Harry Potter that 
speak to issues of technology, magic, and thc role of science as popular cul~ 
t-uie resources. 1 argu.c that the books and associated "fanware't arc key sites 
for the cultural construction of science and technology; in speaking to 
jssues of magic and science, technology and culture, llarry Potier i~ 
emblematic of the kinds of cultural practices that lead to its popularity. 
VVirhin these cultural practices, we can see science and technology rnedi ... 
ating our "common sensc." At the same time, socially constructed expec-
tations produce what we know as sde:~ce and what we recognize. as 
tcchnol08!" Thi~:·~;rap"~en.~}~.~~d;??}lt{prs~ence as ~r~ctic~d by.scien~ 
tists, and mam\;<>llt<,p(,qur I'9Jl~I!J',~~~,A11?f this is mixed up and 
. . " . p):,;!ttices."Within these cultUral 
) 
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practices, specific images and conventions arc identified as icons.ofscicncc 
and technology, indeed, the way the vmrld works; other images become 
icons for magic. mysticism, and other categories of cultural practices that, 
f~)r most of us, serve to distinguish what we call science from what we call 
llor-st:iencc. 
'l'hcse cultural practices, ways of thinking, and icons, along with their 
usc as metaphors, ~!.re what I think of as "tcchnoculturc.hTcchn.oculture is 
thus the runa.1gam of our postmodern society, heavily mediated by and pro-
ductive of science anJ tedmology, both as popular cultures, cultural pnlC-
rices, and icous-and as constructed significantly via science and 
technology itself. When we listen to children and learn about youth cul-
ture, magic and tcchnoculturc stand out as essential to the project of 
becoming human (Appelbaum, 1999). Popular culture narratives set up a 
kind of hero who confronts technocu1turc through tcchnoculture itself. 
AnJ when we listen to readers of Harry Potter, we see that the books and 
fanware are not culturally unique. Instead? they are consistent with tech-
nocultural themes of morality anJ identity in a postmodcrn society. 
Children experience power and violence differently frum adults, and their 
notions of magic and technology can he different as wel1. Caught up in 
magic and technology is the role of wonder: How teachers respond to chil-
dren'~ wonderings about the natural world combines with children's own 
interpretatiolls of that world. The combination constructs powerful forms 
of cultural J~nlamics and conceptions of technology. In both the llarry 
Potter books and ill children's lives, school functions to ace en mate .. "hat 
constitutes technologies, what constitutes magic and wonder, and, fin.uly, 
through consumer culture, what it means to become a human bein,g. In 
this way, I find that the books and the culrure that elnbraces them buttress 
each others' postmodcrn efforts to fulfill an outdated enlightenment fan-
tasy of utopia through technology. 
The Technoculture of Consum'h Culture in and 
out of School 
For children growing up in anJ with tcchnoculturc, concepts o( cyborg 
imagery, biological monsters, {.'lntasy characters, power. knowledge, 
magic, and .p'~o~~t,i~,,~~Xtensions of self arc not categorical. !v1any things 
thaLR9ults· .$ee:·a~;:~~~g1e~:l0r: that cause an .. xieties .ue accepted by 
ppn~~tf~. of the "natural" world. Thus an 
.technology might translate into a 
bl 
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performance of identity Of a social connection for a child. Obvefsely, a 
young personls sense of danger may tnmslate into a le .. ~hnotogical ta::;k for 
an adult. For a child, technology may be magic or science; power may be 
a fantasy or a monstrous myth. For a number of the children I have spo-
ken with in my research, power can emerge out of ,\ persistence in seek-
ing knowledge; for others it may be understood as a gift bestowed by 
biological luck. Knowledge for the children I have spoken with may be 
conflatcd with power Or magically lost. On the other hand, technology 
may be a prize or a tool of adult power (Appelbaum, 1999). Thus, we find 
that chemistry sets are surprisingly popular became children want to pre-
tend to be in a potions class at Hogwarts. Also popular arc Animal 
Planet's sound-enhanced animal toys because Hagrid's Care of .1v1agical 
Creatures class has tapped into children's simultaneous fear of and love 
lor animals. 
Technocentric utopianism for many chiltlren is really I11on~ aptly 
described as melancholic acceptance o[ responsibility. Common wisdom 
describes tcchnocultural popular culture as a working through of adult 
lears and fantasics (Waughtl 1947; \Vrightl 2001), Early superhero tcch-
noculture reenacted the cold w;ar contlicts ot good guys and bad guys in a 
battle tor humanity and the universe. llistorians of popular culture 
(Waugh, 1947; Wright, 2001; Appelbaum, 1999; Napier, 2001) suggest 
distinct evolution through several periods that characterize the nature of 
the heroes ,mel. the narrative stmcturc in particular ways. Following good 
guy versus bad guy constructs of the cold war, subsequent cultural com-
modities demonstrate a phase of inner psychological turmoil, splitting the 
good versus t:vil battle into a multiplicity of con flicting identities. For 
c",«unplc, BatmAn and Spidcrman, two heroes plag.lcd with inner, psycho-
logical turmoil and battling villains who sufter [rom countless psycholog-
• ieal disorders, replaced Superman, a strong. almost invincible boy from 
small town USA The literature on popuLu cultl1rc (Napier, 2001; \Vright, 
2001; Poitras, 2000; Levi, 1996; RlI,hkoft; 1996) slIgg'''ts rhat thi, psy-
chological phase was subsumed more recently by the anime hero. This hero 
is a <lgundam"J'child who inherits the aftcffilath of technologiCiu ha.vo~ 
wreaked by adults; the heft) dons prosthetic devices scavenged frOlll an 
inherited wasteland in a Romantic gesture of faith in the ultimate good-
ness of humanity. Gundam children' ar~ ptescnt ill television programs, 
<lnimated mms;:':vid~o-- gartles~ -ro-le:"pl~~~g:_g~csJ and other forms ,of 
cn:e~~l~~~::~~t~-~dt~? ',-~ 
, 
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Harry Potter, the young hero ofthc books that carry his nam~ is char-
acterized \'ery much in the spirit of the gundam hero. He is thrust into the 
most serious tights of good and evil, the ultimate Outcome of which will 
tktermine the fate of the world "as we know it." This fight of gl)od and 
evil is one that he inherits from the prc\-;ous gencratioll, a generation in 
,.,.,111(h his own mother and father failed at the task he himself must now 
undertake. I-hrry meets his challenges head on, and with glorious cnthu-
siasm, using whatever latest trick of magic he has been able to obtain and 
control. Thc.:;c magical aftif.1.cts, such as spells and potions l wands, invisi-
bility cloaks, a map that divines the locations of people unseen, and so on, 
play the same role in these books that a prosthetic hand or megawcapon 
body suit does for the prototypical gund~un hew. 1hgic, in this sense, 
becomes a techno\ob'}'. Bruce Mdvtillan, senior vice president and group 
studio general manager at Electronic Arts (the makers of many successful 
video and compurer games), was recently quoted describing the Harry 
Potter books in this way. 
J K. Rowiill~ wrmc her fiction in a way that g,unc mechallicB tl01v out urit ( ... J 
TtH~ fjBt book [ , J i~ packed with JnO!1)l."nn that seem almost dl''iigned to appear 
in J. gaIllt:: the gauntlet l)! puz'lJes that J larry filees to re,qcUe the Sarufa's Stone, the 
,'harlKh'r-ouilJlng tbat take, plaLC asll.trry learns to be a wizard, and much more. 
(Hendrix, 2lJul, pp. 37-38} 
If \"Ie accept such historical interpretations of superhen.)cs, we might 
ask, "\Vhat's next?" If humans have unjtcd .. vithin themselves extraordi-
nary powers of dcstructicJIl and creation, will they or can they bring into 
hl'ing a new c'Volutionary stcp? Those of us who work with young children 
sl1ou1J ask ourselves what the implications arc for the types of cxperiences 
these children might be offered by adults, given that they are "schooled" in 
the popular culture to savor the gundam role (Appclbauml 1999). Theft' 
arc indeed ways that gundam popular" culture buttresses common sense 
attitudes about knowledge and curriculum. For cxampk', the common 
vit..'W of technology as prostheses that amplify the potential powers of 
hum.ans is consistent with the view that knowledge gained in sc.hool arc 
cUltural capital. By this I mean that ptosthesl.'S fin the body are part of a 
more global way of understanding our world in v .. hich knowledge is f'.!C-
ognized ~s bjts_of; th:!n,gs that uc collected and la.ter "spent" in the mar-
ketplace.of co~~ge;,~~S"Si()i?~: ~t~d car~crs (Appelbaum. 1995). Gundam 
heroes ar~ al~~:_bit_ilt',"~~~-t!!ch,il~:utop'i,atlism. Science and technology <He bti:~~>,'_,,\:j", );\\f~~4,d~;»,;;;,:.;·_~t~~I:k~~~']~i~~~;\1;'.~, . 
.. 
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constructed in the school curriculum as well as popular tcchnoculture as 
techniques of progress. The gundam hero accepts the premise that science 
and technology are their own antidotes and thus reconstructs technology 
as self-perpetuating and necessary. But should or can we seriously respond 
to gundam desires with and through the school curriculum? Can slich 
desires be interrogated and challenged? 
Educators' Responses 
Tcadu:rs tend to feign disinterest in childhooJ cxpcrien<;cs ()f cybercul-
ture. They see as part of their job the need to further separate popular 
from high-status culture. School knowledge is part of that high-status clll-
ture. Popular and mass media raise the status of school knuwledge when 
tcachers keep them outside of school. But children arc intimately caught 
up in popular media, and they usc rna:;s media resources in plaYI in social 
rclationshlps, and in imagining possibilities. When teachers preserve the 
in-school versus outside-of-school boundaries, they cut themselves off 
from relationships with children directly connected with the most press-
ing issues of self, identity, morality, power, and knowledge. Sometimes a 
teacher rdies on seemingly positive goals when effecting these boundaries. 
For a teacher who sees hi5 or her job in terms of dcmystification or cncul-
turation, it is gravely difficult to construct educational practice as migra-
tion into it new culture. This kind of te,lcher wants, instead, to teach the 
children about the traditions and cultumllcgacy uf the old culture out of 
which they arc entering the new culturc'i of (mime. And, fin a teacher who 
sees her or his job as besto\\'ing the gifts of civilization, it is difficult to do 
so in terms of a cultural practice that celebrates the Romantic hope of 
childhood as the savior of humanity. Teachers woLfIJ more likely under-
stand their role as saving humanity from the strang{\ challengjn~ actions 
• of thc an;!nt hero. Furthermore, it is absurd Jor a tcacher to imagine a cur-
riculum mat dehumanizes even hcr or himself as a tool for anime heroism 
or post-animc evolution: In the obsessively survivalist mode of teacher 
practice spawned by st'andards-based accountability bureaucracics, what 
possible tcchn()logics of self could or would we even think credible? 
indeed, what is the role of a teacher other than the conserving one of pass-
ing on the wisdom of the past? I suggest that our new tcchnoculturc 
requires teaching practices that facilitate an interrogation of this c\llture 
and the facilitation o(8elf:unders[a~~ng_l)ecessary to unravel the intrica-
,', 
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eil's of self-identity in a postlTIodern world. The "new curriculuru" should 
~·onsider alt~rnative visions of technology that move it away from the 
metaphor of prosthesis. Considt~r, for example, Sadie Plant's notion that 
technology is not just an add-on to the human body that amplifies its 
pO\\'crs, bur instead serves to rcengineer the body itsdt: cn:ating a new and 
different cyborg body (Phnt, 1997), The Iian}' Potttr books speak to the 
rccnginecring of the body through technology in their examples of magic, 
used as a tool to regrow human limbs, occasionrclly (or accidentally) 
removing somr:one's bones from a part of their body leaving it temporar-
ily rubbery and deformed to cosrnetiu\l1y enhance sOlm~onc's tecth, and, 
most directly, .in the role of the "animagi," those who change into animal 
i~)rm. Curriculum, then, lllust speak fully t~) issues of identity and ques-
tions of what it means to be human in the face of recngineerillg and cul-
tural changc. 
This chflllt'ngc to teachers is coosi<;tcnt with the cultural view that the 
g:undam hero must save the world even as the clueless adults sit idly by, 
p:1fJlyzcd by the thrcflts that they tht~msd\'l's have unleashed. vVh:lt the 
lfarry Potter books provide, hO\\,evc1', is a rl~aSS\Jrancc that SOlllC auults 
really do know what is happening, and indeed that these adults can be 
trusted to (orne through with support when thc going gets rough. Albus 
Dumblcdore, NEnerva 11cGonagall, Sirius Black, and Rube-us Hagrid, for 
example, often turn out to be fully aware of what is happening, or at least 
adcquately conscious of what Harry and his friends arc up to so that they 
can offer assistance at just the right moments. And Harry and his friends 
always seem to have recently mastered jmt enough ncw spells awl tricks 
to accomplish what is necessary. In the t:nd, as \vith the t,rundam hero, it i~ 
the child who must save the world. Nevcrtheless, in these books, the 
bleakness is tempered. It is almost as if the atlults know that the "real" Cllr-
riculllln is. outside of the classes and is just enticing enuugh to interest 
these children in their preparation for lcadership. Real-vv'orld challenges 
'J • proV! c the problem-solving context so ncccssilry for meaningful learning. "f'" 
As a ttc.\tisc on education, the Harry Potter books milh~ an intrig:uing 
st..ttemcnt on the boundaries across the school and popular curricula.' If 
we only knew the story of every other child at Hogwarts, could it be that 
they, too, are having adventures? Maybe the: school is set up to trick peo .. 
plc into coming together for real-life problcmusolving outside of school 
th~:-(;arefUlh'\d4ancc of Dllmbledon~ and his; friends? 
u. 
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Power. Wonder. and Magic in an Acquisitive 'Culture 
Power anu violence are not always what they seem to be. There is a way in 
which a child who spends three hours a day playing Smackdow!1, WWF 
U'tzrZont, Timesplitter.~, and other violent video games and then watches a 
I¥WFvideo for another hour and a half will recoil in horror and fright at 
scenes from popular films such as RulCJ ofEngflgtmmt, or even the final 
scene in The Secret ojRoan Inish. Smackdoll.m and the fVorld- Wide Wrestling 
Federation WarZone arc arcade-style fighting games in which characters 
usc graruitous violence alone or in groups to render their competitors 
unconscious or devoid of any life energy. vVhilc the fanatic interest in 
~Vor/d-Wide TVrestling's violent wrestling soap operas has waned in the last 
few yearst many boys and young men srill rent the videos t/:>r their nostal-
gic entertainment value. Yet most players ~md viewers will quickly insist 
they can tell that the violence is "fake," and that their interest in the enter-
tainment has more to do with the complex strategies involved, or in the 
intricacies of the soap-opera style plors. RufeJ 0.( Engagement, a 2000 film 
starring Tommy Lee Jones, lYlark Feuerstein, and Samuel L. Jackson, and 
directed by \Villiam Fricdkin, which involves a team of marines respond-
ing to a fictional attack on a U.S. embassy in Yemen, is rated R for graphic 
violence. However, much of the violence is implicit and artistically devel-
oped through tcchniques of suspense. The Secret of Roan Inisb, director 
John Sayles's 1995 rendering of an Irish folktale, is steeped in magic and 
tradition. While supposedly suitable for £'1mily viewing. at least according 
to many fllm critics and its PG rating, the final dramatic scene involves a 
child's mother returning to the sell to live as a seal, leaving many children 
horrified at the chihl's loss of its mother. 
Similarly, a young girl might tryout seemingly"""saJistic or masochis-
tic choices in a Purple l'Yloon Rorkett computer game, yet refuse to view 
.Rugrats on television because she finds the character, Angelica. 50 horrific. 
The Rockett computer games incorporate a narrative about a preteen's life 
choicesi the player makes decisions about what the young girl, Rockett, 
should do in various soci;J situations. vVhile an adult observer might 
expect the player's choices to be an indication of what the player might 
choose in a similar situation, many girls playing the game in fact choose a " 
less socially sanctioned option just to sec how it affects the plot. In the 
Rugrats television, pr~gnunJ the __ ol~st'-_child. Angelica, is not only 
extremely bossy but a1s();p~t~n.-p:u~s:th~~~u:nger children into terribly awk .. 
ward or l)()tenti~,t ~9~~r~~j~~~~9:~\1fyen though vit:wing RugratJ 
:~t::-j;-:i~' -::;~;~;Jif#fftB __ ~~_ ,;'" 
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could entertain by allowing viewers the chance to see how children mi~ht 
, ' 
make pour 50cial choices, or reconcile thcm~ many children actually find 
the character so reprehensible that they choose another form of entertain-
mcnt. (Nevertheless. this should be undcr,<;tood in the light of.the pro-
grarn's continued popularity.) Visibility of gore, as opposed to realism of 
violence, can be distinguished by many children as they discuss mora.l 
issues and scenarios.S 
There has been much written tn the popular press about the violence 
of the Htlrry Pc-tter books. It is suggested that the books might be 
unhealthy because of this. llowevcr, the violent scenes are not what entice 
p~oplc to the books and are not what the books per se arc about. A lltirry 
Pt;//cr reader can handle the notions of being scarred for life on the f<:m:-
head by an e\-,l sorcerer or of a child in the school being killed by this same 
sor\.~crcr a [ew books later. \Vhat readers of these books have suggested in 
their discussions with me is that they can easily licparate these violent 
events from the moral contexts in which they take place. It is the morality 
10 which they turn in applying "le~soIlS learned" to their own interactions 
with "real people" in their lives. I admit to adult incredulity when it comes 
to this violence, and as educators, we are seriously concerned about the 
violence or threats of violence through mass culture narratives that affect 
our daily lives in 5chools. But reader-response theory remains: Some chil-
dren rcad the "dark themes" in liarr), Potter books as a backdrop to the 
details and contend with the dark themes on another plane of existence 
independent of their reading of these books. Similarly, some children arc 
so caught up in the strategic details of video games, Pokemon, or the Atagie 
card game, that they do not see the violence that adults see readily; they 
contend '\\'ith issues of violence and control in. thoroughly diflcrent ways 
when violence appears to them as part of a life outside of the game. In par-
tiL'Ular, invisible but po,<;siblc violence is far more frightening to these chil-
dren than larger-than-liie cRrtoonish violence, even when the cartoonish 
violence is extremely graphic. (For ckample, i7ldcpttldence Day or The 
l'v1atrix would be consumed as enjoyable enterrainment, but Contact is 
unbearable bl~cause the suspenseful unknown is carried for so long in the 
film.lndependmee Day would initially seell) to he terribly frightening as it 
graphically depicts aliens Corning very dose to violently taking (1V~r the 
Earth; The Matrix ~cpicts the horrific scenario of a future Earth being 
no'thing mOIe-:thaJl~n ~lJ~5ion :or pco:1e who have been reduced to energy 
resource,s for.!~~e1~g~n·t,l,~~lOes. Contact, which describes the tensions 
~ 
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between science and religion when contact with aliel1s becomes possible 
depicts no violence but keeps the suspense about the :llicns hidden 
throughout the majority of the film.) I suppose the question comes down 
to whether or not children can tell the difference between thc games and 
the I<rcal workL"We seem to have some evidence to the contrary. l~tlgcnc 
Provcnzo (1991) and others have amassed a collectioll of research that 
suggests reasons to worry abollt the culture of violence being so prevalent. 
In the end, as ] talk with and work with children) my own evidence is that 
they arc genuinely living an independent trajectory. The eoacted violence 
could in some ways be said to be consistent with the dark imagery of the 
Ilarry Patin books and the game-like realism of current high-graphics 
fighting and shooting games; but I find the causation to be in the otht!f 
direction. If anything, these images <\nd choices of entertainment arc a 
semantic sign of something in our culture rather than an ori}!;in of cultural 
meaning. That is, the images that children play with tell us more about the 
feats and fantasies of the adults who provide the images aud the resources 
for making meaning that arc available in our culture than about what chil~ 
drcn arc becoming or doing to themselves or our culture. This docs not 
mean that violent and sexist images would never be an origin of meaning 
for any particular child; it certainly is possible that they could be. It just is 
not such an origin in my research. And 1 do not see it as the common 
experience of most children. 
Another popular concern that has led to the books being banned in 
some communities is the attention to the dark arts and magic in general. 
It fIlay be feared that young people would become interested in pursuing 
cuhish practices, The use of these features makes the books no ditferent 
from nnmerous popular television series and vidco~ames (see, for exam-
ple, the television programs l1ujJj tbe Vampire Slayi'rr Charmed, the Final 
Fantasy video game series, and the computer game, Black and if/hitc)." 
ivlJgic is strongly associated with experiences of wonder. There is lit-
tle distinction bet\'\!een the fiatTY Potter books and the lVIdgic The 
Gathering card game, or a cyberhc;o lib.: lnsl'.:ctcy Gadget and a round of 
laser tag. Paintball, tor a child, can be a variation on Pokcmon, or a dra-
matic fantasy b;~5cd on the PO'1.lJcr Rtl7lgen, or-if"I" played paintballlasr 
weekend and "you" never have-a rcal-life "play" of power against another 
child in the acquisitive culture of childhood. In tapping into magic, many 
forms of youth technoculturc rc;a.ch il~,~O,~:;:~~alm of wonder in ways that 
establish these,:'cu1nl(al-'YcQml1)~tj~~,;"a~;':};~Q!Jcativc experiences in the 
';"";:~:}::~~~'L~tl:i~;£~lfi~~i~~::; 
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I)cwcynn sense that they promote growth (maybe not growtll in the 
~Lhool-culture sense, however). \Vhcn adult .. set up school as distinct from 
the world of wonder (e\'cn to compete with popular culture for "coolness" 
Of "cleverness" but in the act clarifying the impossibility of this atternpt), 
they fail chilJrell and abdicate their re:.ponsibiiity to participate in mass 
cnlture and peer interactions. In denying the potential ofwoncicr through 
magic, educators arC' also denying students an environment that is educa-
tire, Three questions arise: Should we try to create educational encounters 
that directly mirror the linking of m~gic, technology, and wonder as in, for 
example, Botball to\lrnament~ (laSS Institute, 2001)? Should teachers 
h),Ve s~~icnce into a parallel form of "cd uta in me nt," ns in television science 
['rograln~? Or slll,mId eJucator5 cstablish scicoccltechnologylwonder as a 
critical examination of the popular (Appelbaum & Clark, in press; Gough. 
1993)? I sug-gest, in contrast, that children gravitate to the wonder where 
it is. \Vhcn wonder is not in the curriculum, they will flOti it elsewhere, 
outside of school. 
An interesting case study is afforded by J-Iasbro's marketing of the 
new toy. POX™ (Tierney, 20tH). The He\,;' toy was introduceu by identify-
ing who the coolest of the cool children arc: roaming playgrounds and 
neighborhoods. M<l.rkcters asked., U\Vho's the coolest kid you know?" 
When they landed a kid who said, "Me," they invited the "alpha pup" to 
get paid to learn a new video game. Fighting monsters arc created by col-
lecting body parts and powers, \Varriors are put together from the col-
lected part~i tlIen you program a battle sequence by strategically balancing 
the strengths ,lnd weaknesses of the various body parts_ The coolest kids 
can boast ahout whar level they have attained, what potential body parts 
they have collected; the ones who luse are not hurniliatcd publicly since 
the game is played stealthily. Pox depend$ not on reflexes as with other 
video g;l111CS, but on "the collection of arcana." Asked why they like the 
game, boys say, "because it's, like, battling and fighting," and "we lib: ,.'10-
I I"'r· . I I < I enrc:. Ierney wntcs t lat t ley sound bloodt lint}' without a sign of men-
ace:. He cites research that su).;gcst~ t1ut violent entertainI1lent i~ actual.lv 
associated with i1 decrease in violence among young peopl~. 'I'he seemin~ 
connection bctw'ccn > violent entertainment and violence, he suggests, 
might be better e,xplamcd. b.y a strong incn:a&e in vioh~ncc in society begun 
lung before the adv<:~t of Video games. 
'" Things dQmI~:;e,~eJifc ;ofc~i1drcn, }oor young people in the earl-..-
'tweno/ ... first:,t~~»:j~~l'p~~~at1.on as the final arbiter of identity an~f 
i:j .••• " ••.•• " •• ,.,-,~ti':,:,;,'A;~~~~h~S~~~~~~:;;:x~. D\'" • ~ 
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acquisition is intimately entwined with self. Tf knowledge is the sort of 
knowledge truly confuted with power, then children voraciously grab for 
it. But if it is ambiguous in its relation to power, then it is ignored in the 
interest of efficienc),. Thus, a young boy will exert whatever it takes to 
acquire the new Sims (Electronic Arts, 2000) game before uthers get it, or 
to learn a trick ti'OlU GamePro magazine before his friend lines; yet the 
same child could Care less about the financial mathematics of purchasing 
the game unless the money actually makes a difference in his life:. In the 
latter case, if school artificially makes this into a world probkm-type 
experience, the conflicting identity politics is a crucial element in self and 
community. Similarly, the importance of Po/wllon Gameboy ·wi11 tluctuate 
for many girls depending on its competition for importance with current 
MTV star details, varying makeup items and body gels, and other tech-
nologies of the body. For both boys and girls, technology is a fashion; but 
this fashion is played uut in gcndcrcd ;md other ways. In the Harty Potter 
Llliture, material products include wizard trading cards, Qtidditch 
brooms, the best owl, a magic pet, and magic treats suld on n'1zanl trains. 
And these commodities serve parallel functions. For llarry Potter readcrs, 
consumer culnlre makes early possession of the books and a child's recaU 
of details into an acquired need that works as cultural c:tpital in analogous 
ways. Indeed, the child who possesses full command of detail, like the 
player of the new Pox'rM game immersed in the collection of arcana, is the 
one most likely to win. In onc sense, this consistency in and out of the 
books serves to makc the stories more "believablc" tor rcaders. Students at 
Hogwarts collect trading cards of grcHt wizards and OlliJuitch heroes 
much like young people outside the books obsess over sports cards, and 
this common consumcrism tn:l.kes the children in the books more ''realis-
tic." And Harry quickly learns to covet the latest, InCst expensive gadgets 
• like a typical child outside the books. 
In another seme, acquisitive consumer culture dominates popular and 
liarry Potier culture in ways that make the books emblematic of the cul~ 
tufC in which they appear as conllnouitics themselves. Early in Harry 
Poller and the Chamber 0/ Seer-tIS, for cxample, the competing Slytherin 
team demoralize the Gry{lindors by showing off their new "Nimbus Two 
Thousand and One" broomsticks. "Vc!y latest model. Only came out last 
month ... 1 9ciieve it outstrips the old !~'(f~rhousand series by a consid· 
crable, amount; (Row~4g,)99?~,~,P,·:'~.11!~;~~rrY's,friends arc left holding 
their ~)U~~:'~.~,:210~~~~~,0~,~t~~;;~1,:~~f~~ competitive with the newer 
~~"~" .',','{¥'%0,',~;:;;.ii::m;,t7L~';k;rdiW«ttt"F~,:'h;,n,:Ji'",," 
I 
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Nimbus models. In Harry Potter and the Prisol1lT oj Azkaban (Rowling) 
'1999b), I-Larry is mesmerized by an advertisement lor .\11 even l~ewer 
model, the "Pirebolt/' which is sO hyped that it is priced upt)n request. 
Hafry "didn't like to think how much gold the Fircboltwould cost. He had 
never wanted anything as much ill his whole life" (Rowling, 1999b, 
pp. 51-52). He tries to comolc hlIT1selfby noting that he has never lost a 
Qtidditch match on his Nimbus 1wo Thousand, yer "he: retufIlcJ, almost 
evcry Jay after that, just to look at the Fircbolt" (Rowling, 1999b, p. 52). 
In this way Potter and popular cOllsumer culture intertwine COllSUll1CrislIl 
Jnd tcdmoculture by turning new technologies into coveted consumer 
products. 
It was James lvlae!)on"ld (1995) who wrote: 
It is my penon~l IIl}1h !lIRt t()day'~ tcrhIH)}ogy i~ yc~'erday\ magic. Furtber, it i5 
intuitive feeling that tcd-Innlogy i5 in etTed c->rternalizatinn of the hidden cnn<;dous-
nl'~~ of fnlJlIan pntmti<ll. 'lechnology, in otber word~, i~ a llccc%ary development for 
hwnall beings in that it is the means of cxternJlizing the potential that lies within. 
(I'. 75) 
The Harry Potter hoob portray l'vlacDonalJ's wisdom in, fur example, 
their juxtapo:;ition of the flying car and the ue;.('; of tea leaves to divine tt)r-
tunc, but even more directly in the all-important flXation 011 the best and 
latest (hIidditch broom. vVhy ,,",'Ould a school filiI of apprentice wiza.rds 
nt:ed to buy the latest innovatio1l in desj~n and technology? To recmpha-
"i7,e class and justice themes? To satisfy a "rcal boy's" need for toys and 
desire? It is the E>arne autlicncc finding thi,s believable that runs out to pur-
chase the newest A1agic deck, or searches the Internet for rare and expen-
sive no-longer-in-print cards, the same :wdiencc that ~hcl1s ont S30.00 for 
a quarter-inch of plastic that call be painted and used in a Warhammer 
game. And it is the salhe auJiCll(T that knows all the lyrics tI) Brittany 
Spears's latest video, the dance moves to Christina Aguileira's new video, 
. . 
and the pbcc to buy the (Ooicst body gel, 
Harry Potter's World 
This chapter is an interrogation of the world that (;rnbracc:s the 1 larry 
Potter pheno~en6n; it is not au extensive analysis of the books themselves. 
I claim that ,the--tnain,t1lrust of Harry Potter's attraction has mo&tlv to do 
with jrs:Jre3;~c~:,:o('i~agic as a (~omm()dificd technology, just a~ video 
gatUl:s~Jclcvi~!~~~",~~~~~,',and f.ultasy role-playing games in "our world" 
: ,;t,; ~:,j:;k;;-:li~A~'k0~': .~';w"'" 
.J:: 
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treat tedlllOlogy as magic. Insofar as morality is constructed in any of 
these terrains, it has very little to do with specific plot or im~lgcry and 
mOre to do with the "kids' culture" Rushkolf (1996) described as ", 
delightful mixed-up COlnmon ground for all of these digital, magical, and 
biological sorts of development" (p. 109). This 15 not to say that young 
readers are more likely to be interested in the m'lgic than the moralles-
sons of the books; rather, we can fmd a technology of morality that con-
structs identity as multiple and fluid. Because "technology" and 
"humanity" are overlapping and transgressive as categories in "our world," 
we can no longer talk about technology as a tool that is wielded in accor-
dance with morality. Instead we must understand morality and technology 
as mutually constinltive. 
In Harry Potter's world, surprises might be lurking in any place or 
thing. The trick is to ride it through and never give up the chance to have 
fun. This is the fate of the gundarn child. Similarly, kids playing video 
games do not dwell on the plot, the characters, Of what things might seem 
to be if one were to take a particular event Of character as a "message" in 
some adult way. Take race, gender, or nationality, for example: "Kids rou-
tinely choose any and all ... options and don't think twice about it," writes 
]. C. Hen (1997), "because the only factor in their decision is a given char-
:olcter's repertoire of kick-ass fighting moves. Ironically, all considerations 
of race, se.x, and nationality arc shunted aside in the videogame arena, 
where the only goal is to clobber everyone indiscriminately" (p. 166). Yet, 
as Herz points out, kids understand on a deeper level that they are "oper-
ating in a disembodied environment where your virtual skin doesn't have 
to match your physical one, and that you can be an Okinawlln karate 
expert, a female Thai kick-boxer, a black strcct-figlttcr from the Bronx, or 
a six-armed alien from outer space, all within the span of a single game" 
(p. 166). 
• Herz notes that adults do not genemlly approach things this way; 
might be disturbed by the idea of a cutesy Japanese schoolgirl committing 
gruesome, bloody maneuvers, or at least be a\varc in some semiconscious 
way that they are choosing this dlaracter. For children, however, writes 
l-IcfZ, "shuflling videogllDle bodies and faces is like playing with a remote 
control" (p. 167). Adults also tcnd to 'se,~ '~he, video games as prepro-
grammcd and predetermined so dlat t9~ ~~ited 6election ofidentity com':' 
bination~, and ~p~:~~,;s,uggC?sts,:a",~,~re~-,~t~ry "about identity to these 
~r'f'I!U''' a character'! fca,:" 
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turc, in which it rcally docs seem like any and all combinatio,"!s arc the 
!:;oal. "The game starts, cyclcs through a bUllch of avatars, and you punch 
the fire button when you see One you like. It's channel surting" (p. 1(7). 
\rVhcn children are imitating the moves of these c.haractcrs., trying out the 
"cool" moves and identities, some adults become concerned that there is 
not a clear separation between the fantasy of the game or television pro-
gram and the dreams of particular children. This is indeed the case for 
some children; it is also part of \","orking through our cultural ideas about 
what "identity" is, and so it may be a necessary experience [or children. 
Harry Potter books reconstruct in analogous detail the pecking order 
of schoolground onc-upmanship. You canllot just know the spell in 
H;trry's worlJ; yon ll<nrc to study it, practice it, and perfect it. And if you 
c;11l1carn a spell that others do not yet know) you are the coolest. What the. 
Porter books do is destabilize the tension between acquisitive coolness and 
nerdincss because they take magic and turn it into techniques that can be 
learned. Thus, Hermione is not all that cool in the books even though she 
studies the most and buns the most spdls because, within the context of 
the books, she is just a studious nerJ in school. Yet other kids in the books 
who do not take on the characteristics of nerds but know more tricks than 
the others earn recognition and status. It can be cool to know more magic 
than other kids. It is pretty much the same outside the books; you must 
show you have incredibly detailed and specific knowledge that others do 
not yet have to stay ahead. It is not enough to be the first kid to own the 
Sims, a. computer game in which one creates a whole simulated world of 
people and then llHnipulatcs how they interact. You have to know how to 
dO\vnload the Sitn bruinea pig' off the Net and usc it to help two Sim fam-
ilies come together and start a new household. Herz (1997) emphasizes 
the importance ofbuth the arcane knowledge and hand-to-eye coordin,t-
tion. And it is the same for Harry; he is always at the center of the fun 
because he is alwuys looking for a new, esoteric detail. fiarry Potter books 
are an education for the information cl'~nomy in which everyone pays pre-
mium rates for narrow expertise and short-lived skills. Just as Harry will 
grab at the chance-to use a secret map, so too will a first grader voraciously 
read Nintmd(), magazine, or a fourth grader search out the chat room 
where one carde~n the most arcane code for 1'r)}JY llawke's SkatePro (a 
skateboardinJtyid.~~~c}. To the other charactcnJ "in the books, I larry is 
c,ooLnot ,becau$e,;.he",~»n"t,uk to snakes-that is something he W,tS born 
'\D:),pvisib-llity cloak and a really good 
.t>. 
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broomstick. (It is the case in these books that Harry 'Potter is famous; 
everyone knows the story of how the most powerful n-il Voldemort was 
unable to kill Harry and that trying to kill the young lad caused Voldemort 
to lose much of his power and disappear. But in gcnenll~ we see that most 
kids in the books find him peculiar and do not treat him as special in any 
particular ,va)~ A more subtle reading registers his fluctuating statu,,; he is 
sometimes a hero, sometimes a suspect, but in either casc, always "special." 
Outside of the books is another story; most readers identify with Harry in 
particular.) 
Technology, in this sense, is nothing more than a trick, spell, or code; 
it lets you do things othcr people do not know about yet. And this is pretty 
much what Iv1acDonald was referring to as the cxternalization of poten-
tial. As Rushkoff (1996) writes: 
vVh.ell we look carefully at the rcactic)[1 of younger .::rochienireTls W tll!:ir S~ga­
environs, we find that they make no distinction between infonn.lti,)t1 Jnd matter. 
mcchanics ~llLl thought, work anJ pia)" <Jr c\'er. reiigi()ll and commerce. In 6ct, kids 
on the frontier of the digital terrain have adopte,l some- extraordinarily magil:ai 
notions about tbe world ~ live in. Fu from yielding ;l society of coldhcarted I,uio-
nalists, the ethereal, out-·of-hody experience of mediating technologies appears (0 
have spawned a generation of ragan ~pirirualisr~ whose dedica[Ion to tcdmology is 
only IIlltd:cd by their cnthu~i;l~ill for c1cm~lltJl truth amI a pC(1primitivc, nlllgkal 
worldview. Ttl a screenager, these .lre aN opp()~ing strategies hut l;o(1rdin;<tcd agellt~ 
ofchange. (p.l09) 
This hRfkens back to the Enlightenment epistemology that created a 
kind of confidence about a human being-'s place in the world even as he or 
she was decentered in that world because oIle coutfl. know all or under-
stand all and harness it to human advantage. In this· view, humans even 
)lave the rok of controlling th...; world; if we could only realize this, we 
could fit into the natural world that is scientifically knowable. The irony is 
that this is the postmodcrn era, in which we arc no longer supposed to be 
believing this. Supposedly, we no longer believe ill the idea of eternal 
prot,rrcss and, with the loss of this rudder. we have presumeu the destruc-' 
tion of all of the accompanying beliefs, such as human "rationality," unlim~ 
ited potential for control, and the ability,to create a society in which both 
individual and collective,will can be _n~et,' ~t',the ~amc time, there seem to 
.-n!Ul'v,,.t"~·llll'in~ ,to l1cceLrt:.that.th~$~_:ritr~:si,~iliti~s (an be met through, 
?,~!.et:~:;n~!ions of,Web technology~ 
) 
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The prartlcc of control is almost al\,,'ays destructive; the anim:/gundam 
heroes are a direct response, Yet this postmodern era is, in many ways, 
what Enlightenment people could only have imagined! 
But lire is not jll'>t a part}' of Eulightcnment fulfdlment, Kids find 
themsc!ves in the midst of adult con fliers and pmver games even as they 
search out the next form of magic. They have to deal with the stupidity of 
the previous generation and its disturbing legacy of destructive forces. In 
this respect, the coordinated agents of change Rushkoff mentions must be 
efnploycd to speciGc ends. If Harry can use his new hwisihility Cloak in 
fending oil"cvil, he is no diflcrent from. iln flnime heroine wearing her new 
suit, or a WfVF character wielding her extra-supcr-finishing move, "And 
this is what it's about," writes Hen: 
as the cnltllrai ~trcam uf East and \Ve,;t swirl into tbe Tastce-Frcez of global enter-
tainment. Mythic tigUIe~ reM1t)ate, all tlw mort' ifthey're engaged in soine kind of 
combat or action ad\'enture., real or simlJlated, the most pcJpular forms being bas-
ketha!! and videogame~. They rc~onate f('f the sallle reasons mytbi~· figmes have 
always resonated. Only now, dlC auJiencc numbers ill the millions, and the object 
is lwl to n'lcbrllh~ ann'slors 0, te:H'b h.·,Hom Of curry favor with the spirit$. It's 
commerce. Alh"i the people transmitting their ~tO!ies to the next gCllcration aren·t 
prie~ts m pOCh L'f Ti!cLlicinc women. They're IlIultinatioH:ll corporations. And they 
an' not trying h' app~'ase the gock 'lhq an~ tiring ro appea~e the ,hareholder'i 
(p.170) 
It is not just viueo games, it is everything in our mass culture_ We can 
just see it more clearly in video games. And we are just a little edgy about 
the a.ttraction of this gerics of HanJ Potter books. Violent entertainment 
is the most blatant form of popular culture, but it is all about taming 
mythic monsters. The difference with the video games is that the monsters. 
arc in:ddc the garnes, and \ve can try them on oUf5elves. Such gods and 
rnonstcrs u;;ed tn scare people. Now people manipulate the hruJs and mon .. 
"tcrs (see especially lliack and White). "So we sec onCe again \\tby Han)' 
Potter is the character of the moment.; he, too, trains auu controls I\1'Jn-
Hers and goblins just like a player of lHagir, a player of the Polumrln ~.<lrd 
game, or a video grunc master. 
In her wricing~"f-Ier:z. seems toue claiming an evolution, a new breed 
of fte,aks- that',~,&tiltS')l~ed to study and liVt~ with. Perhaps she agrees \\;th 
Bruce 1v1azlis!1::,O, ~J9~>:J~1~t~ \~In -making machines, humam have become 
eive~ CreaiO;s,';W,~, ~ndpw:_:tJlei ... creations V\-'ith !no .... ement" 
,,, "'.,:.' -' .. i".' <'"~''''''.''' _ "" • 
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Automata, , ,express this funn of creation dtam~tically. An JutO!TIohile, a locumo-
toC, an airplane, these also move under human impiratiulI.lJlltil the Rcnai~~<l.nte, it 
appears ... that \Vestem Man [~ie] built automata and other machines not so much 
to dominate nature, but to copy it, nor to rival GoJ, but to imltalC him [skl 
Tncreasingly, however, in the VVCb1, humans camt' to ~muJge the image of God as the 
Creator and to substitute their own, flNt fuming God inro :l. 1\ewt'Hllan machine, 
and then merging him with nature: as an evolutiOlUf), process. In doin).!: so, humans 
united within themse1vcB eXtraordinary powers of dl'structiOl\ ... and of creation. 
vVhether in t:lking on crealive powers, humans arc Illso able, in tile form of their 
IBilchines, to bring into beicg a new evolutio!l;lfY step remains our !lex'"! q\le~tin!1. If 
Ma.n [sic] succeeds in taking this step, he would certainly be doing something 
admittedly Ullique. (pp. 213--14) 
Curriculum and the Technologies of Morality 
Throughout, my main curriculum argument is that educators need to learn 
from children what it is they arc experiencing-that 01' IvIar!5-lfet 1r1ead,< 
adage that OUf contemporary situation is onc of migration into a new cul~ 
ture; children arc the translators while adults arc the keepers of tradition. 
Adults need to learn from children in order to survive, yet children gain 
valuable narratives through which to interpret action by listening to 
ries of the old country from the elders. The "answer" for curriculum is 
to try to compete with technoculture because \\'c will always fail at the 
imitation; instead, we need to develop organized experiences that respond 
to life in and with technoculturc. ivlore proactive would be for educators 
to work toward a biculturalism, and finally for a diversity that embraces 
both traditions and the multipliotics of what Hcrz calls "superhero sushi." 
This includes adult cultures and tcchnoculturcs, rrrass and consumer cul~ 
tures, and youth subcultures, and cross-over membt..'1'Ships and participa--
tions in multiple cultures at once, At the same time, we must be wary 
constructing teachers themselves at! the anime heroines, themselves pro-
genitors of tcchnohyperbolic change. If teachers read the Hany Pott 
books and then fashion themselves as the ,vizards with the children M the, 
magical beasts to be tamed, then teachers become the technochildr~l):: 
themselves. Indeed, teachers arc_often urged to try on new prototypcs'of" 
technology- in order to experience a nCW; gens~ of their powers of 
cion, p~u~tip.nJ'. and, QestruC;tio~ ;(~~~b ,Ae~ ,technologie:s: of assess!nent'i: 
---, - - the ':ncLtllcholia, 
) 
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sometimes terri tying application:; of scientistic pedagogical tccl~niqucs in 
order to lead the student-monsters in an cHort to save society from inva-
sion or technological disasters (AppcJb:UIITl, 1999). 
As the narratives reproduce themselves and their hegemonic themes, 
there is thc parallel story in which we enter a new phase of cyborg tcch-
nO(ultufC. Even in tIllS conte .. xt, magic and technology are not distinct cat-
egorics for children. They arc attracted to technology for its ability to 
perform magic, and they a.rl' attracted to magic for its potential to be used 
,\5 a tool. 7 Tn working with childrcll, 1 find that magic is not special despite 
its amazing surprise or apparent impossibility; (or <l child, anything i~ 1.)OS-
siGle. The intriguing thing is the secret oflww it is done. It is no wonder 
to Illt:' tktt the JJflrry Petter books coincide with the unprecedented popu-
larity of television specials in which magicians reveal their secrets, despite 
being ~x.il('d forever from the community of magicians. It is no IOllger the 
"magic" of magic, but the cleverness of the technique that matters. 
\Vherca:; the tt:chnical ingenuity of a particular tool is no longer of inter-
est. the techllological possibility is rcpbceJ by the cleverness of the magic 
it can perform. Regardless of how incredible the actual task j~, it is ordi-
!lary unlcs~ it is relatively unique, arcane, or unexpected. 
O'Har (2000) turned to Jacques Ellul (1967) in workiug through the 
popularity of Jjarry Potter. If we imagine that magic and scit:!llce were once 
"one," thcn 1ve can create a narrative of their split; onc path went the way 
of technique, into technology; material technique leads to a. multiplication 
of discoveries, each based on the other and, thus, writes in itself a 111)'th of 
progress. !vlagic, the other path, promotes only endless beginnings; it also 
answers all questions by preserving spiritwtlity, The part of magic that wa~ 
lost to our world in the dominance of science and technology 'was that 
aspect of magic that functioned in this spiritua.l realm. The fundamental 
fllct!sagc of llarlJ Potter, according to O'r-Iar, is that magic saves Harry 
from turning into a Durscly; instead, it provides a whole new set of end-
less beginnings. ~ 
Oddly, though, these beginnings carry the trappings of everything we 
already know about how people live and work tog:<:ther. Here is the ".liter-
ary beauty" of the school in the Harry Potll'r boolu:; it is no better than ;lnv 
other school we know of simply by virtue of being school. 011ce magic j's 
the subject matter)t)s:l}~Jhin? special. In its cornmodificatiOl" it has 
~ch:U.~',o$t~,~~~th;er::,~ollection of technical skills to be 
ma~ic the children acquire, 
,.c. 
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comcs from the technological tricks they need to perform outside of 
school. Outside the books, however, the magic (when re~\d about) serves a 
diffcrenr function. For us, reading along, it is the magic that captivates us 
because of its presentation as technology. This new technology, the magic, 
is ironically a technique for solving all of the problems that technology and 
science have always failed to solve. For us, too, the magic provides a sct of 
beginnings. The difference between school for Harry and his friends and 
the schools that readers experience outside the books, however, is that 
everyone at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry is learning stuff 
that they know they will usc (Block, 2001). Students at HOh<wans are 
training to be wizards, and they know that what they arc learning will be 
useful to them in their lives.~ Outside the books, the uses of schoolleam-
ing arc remote at best, good for a promised future; inside the books, kids 
use what they have learned immediately to solve life-threatening puzzles 
and to save the fate of the world as we know it. 
Technologies of the Self: Morality and Magic 
A particularly powerful clement of the Harry Potter books is the unifica-
tion of Harry's self-knowledge with his self-care. Who is this Harry, 
where docs he come from, why is he so important, and why is he at the 
center of so much good-evil carnage so many times in his life? Only by 
strapping on the tcchnoculturc of magic Clln he seck the self-knowledge 
that he, we, and everybody else crave. For example, Harry looks into the 
magic mirror and sees his f.'lmilYi indeed, he initially learns that he is a 
wizard through a message sent to him from Hogwarts. ln this process of 
scrapping on the magic, a process of externalizing and realizing his self-
potential, he wields the tools that lead to self-undErstanding. Harry is a 
personified conflation of self-knowledge and self-care. His self-knowledge 
.. leads to care of the self, indeed saves his life; and, in taking care of himself 
and his potential. he is able to achieve sclHmowledge. The books thus 
prescnt what rvlichel }"oucault (:f\..1artin et a1., 1988) named a "technology 
of morality": the transformation of self by one's oVo.'l1 means or with the 
help of others-that is, in the operations upon one's body, soul, thoughts, 
conduct, and way of being, Fou(;:\ult postulated that this technology of 
mornlity enunciates a hierarchy between knowing oneself and taking care 
of oneself. Harry doesn't yet eOl.J.~ciate~:a, l~e~rar:chy) and he therefore lives 
the more,'nuanced inotioll' of mon1litt:~J~~0:F,:op~ault initially suggested 
,_- " ,," <' '_'" " ,L': _,' ,',~\ '.;' _'"> " • '" • 
"IV.,. caring for onc-
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self; nor doc:. it value care of the self over knowing who he is. Either he 
has not been transformed yet 0. K. Rowling plans to write several more 
books tOr each of I-larry's years at HO/:,J1..varts, so as this chapter is com-
pused, there is no clear conclusion}, or he is a symbol of a shift. away from 
Foncault's binary toward an independent coexistence with the technology 
of OllJI"Jlity. This is parallel to videogamers channel-surfing through the 
strategies of what, in adult terms, are violent images but in young people's 
terms arc mere strategy games devoid of the realistic violence thc~<: y'Oung 
people say they ·would condemn. For flurry Potter fans, the convcl1tion of 
good-evil contest:uion is a context for the real cleverness and intrigue of 
the story, the details about how Harry and his friends collect more trinkets 
of magic in their quest to be "cool." Similarly. a fifth. grader can buy status 
at recess by recounting details of last night's fVWF show and claim he is 
not in the least interested in the "'fake" violence, but instead in the intrica-
cies of the particulnr combinations of moves that the tighter:; made. In any 
of these examples, the cultural shift has moved the focus away from the 
binary and the potential hierarchy to the placement of the binary in an 
illdepcnJent context. 
When magic is treated as technologies and technology is treated as 
magic, what can we say about the morality of magic and about the magic 
of morality? Self-development is an enlightenment project, and self-
development leading tl> self-knowledge is, again, an enlightr:nmcnt project. 
\Vc Cart see this clearly in Pokemon. The main characters, Ash and his 
friends, and the other Pokcmon trainers arc traveling around looking to 
understand thcrnsclves, usillg different Pokemoll to understand and 
strengthen themselves. The Pokcmon that children. train and fight with 
arc cxtcrnalizatiolls. of their inner (Jrives and desires. Only in striving to 
become a true Pokcmon trainer does an aspirant achieve, eventually, sclf-
knowledge amI the ability to carc for oneself So we are again up ;\gainst 
this idea that postmodern tcchnoculture is spawning a fulfillment of 
Enlightenment fantasy-: If we think fibout the degree of bourgeois opti-
mism that was so prevalent in the nineteenth century-that by knowing 
tbinhl"S you could enrich yourself, make yourself happier, and be a i.etter 
person, and in the process implicitly help society and if we think ;J)(1\_tt the 
role of t~is te("11~1010?J' .of ~ora1ity ,in supporting the accomplisbrnt.nt of 
(.~,ultural forms of t?ptlfIUsm lLke cap~talism and industrialization, it is pos .. 
Sible to un~,~tan~ ~hy ~uhow thiS new scientific optimism and notions 
pf new pos,si~,iU~~e,sr~rp~~. technologies <:an blind Us to terrible thing3 
.';\ 
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that are going on in the world, such as genocides, slave 'labor in factories, 
or environmental racism. People arc smugly not thinking about horrible 
famines in Ethiopia and instead are celebrating theiT technological power, 
a wealrh-plus-knowledge equation that enables them to do what they 
want when they want in the world through technology-which is magic! 
In the end, the morality of magic is an Enlightenment ideology of P05t-
modern tcchnoculture. And this is Harry Potter's world. In the book", 
there arc really serious concerns about the impending triumph of the dark 
arts to contend wi.th; outside the books, we can tum our local. cuncerns 
into major fiK'al points for self-development and ignore the major ethical 
concerns that plague our postmodcrn world., 
Children growing up in a state of enlightenment technoculture may 
indeed experience the technologies of morality as both a blindillg scien-
tific optimism and a more immeJiatc celebration of indi .... -idual prosthetic 
enhancement. As COnsumers of books, chihlreu are represented in our cul-
ture as a "hostile audience" since they arc depicted as choosing other forms 
of entertainment OVer reading a new book. As science tiction and fantasy 
increasingly permeate the entertainment of children, adolescents, and 
young adults, members of cl1ntemporary society are effectively growing up 
in a fantasyland. It becomes imperative to analyze examples of these pop~ 
ular forms of entertainment (no matter }l{lW inconsequential or artless thcy 
may at first appear); we should understand what we arc learning from 
these stories. and what sorts of adults we are becoming as a result 
(Westfahl, 2000). Yet I believe that the mo't important use of the popu-
lar is an interrogation of the culture through the popular. One significant 
feature of the J-/arry Potter phenomenon is the presence of continued items 
in a series and the need to continually market to an wdiencc of consumers 
who will "need" to buy the next product, whether this product is a neW 
• book in the series, a home design product. a video game, a film based on 
the books, or fanware. Advertising and promotion of products have 
become the dominant clement of the Harry Pottrr culture since the first 
bO(lk. One might posit children as social dlange agents in turning the 
books into major marketing products through word-of"mouth advertising. 
Yet the ovcrrjding n~\ture of consumer culture is that one is trying to sell 
something to a cynical audience. As a~ults purchase a Harry PotllrT-shirt 
because of its connection to reading a, 9P,()~<~ldren Want the, T~shirt Jor: 
-Un 
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Reading Huny Potter with children requires more than reading: the 
books. Reading includes participation in and reflexive analysi$ o( aU forms 
of cultural text. Indeed, reading especially means interpreting the uses of 
f;mwarc. This chapter has focused mainly on the introduction of t,hc H.lrry 
Potter phenomenon through the books themselves because the hnwarc 
hype occurred mostly afwr the success of the books. Nevertheless) as we 
look forward to understanding what the lJarry jJottrr bouks can teach us 
;lbollt ourselves, we will need to address more carefully these multiple sites 
of meaning beyond the books. The multiple "tc..xts" of /faTly Potter can be 
popular only if they arc open enough to admit a.rangc of negotiated read-
ings through which various social groups can find meaningful articulations 
of their own relationship t<J the dominant ideology (Fiske. 1987). The 
"dominant reader" identifies with Harry, the hero. and can believe that 
eVl·ryoHt: might just have magic in them. If we play down the fact that 
many muggles llo not get an invitatiun to Hog\-varts. while some wizard 
folk, squibs, are unfortunately lacking, we might just hope that hard work 
and careful practice c:ttl help U~ get ahead. The dominant reading main-
tains a commonsense belief in mrritocrl1cy. Negotiated readings emerge 
whm people make usc of the images presentcd to interpret their own lives, 
as when readers think of the ways they arc like and unlike Hermione, or 
why they would never be able to bccomc a teadler iike Snape, IS;iucs of 
class and race, underplayed by the dominant reader) may be foregroundcd 
in negotiated readings. If the negotiation is more "ag.tinst" than "with" the 
text) then a reader might usc the texts as blatantly sexist ()r racist, or per-
haps antirrligious. 
In any reading of the tc.xts of Harry Potta, however, we will find 
magic and technology confused, or thrown into disarray, to be unraveled 
and comprehended in ways that arc consistent \'\"ith the reading that 
emerges. Arthur Weasley, who works for the IVlinistry of 11agic, eccentri-
cally collects electric plugs and batteries, and he secretly kc{~ps a tlying car 
until it ends up in a magic forest in a later hook. The Dursleys Wllllt poth-
iog to do with magic and fill their horne with all of the late~t technologi-
cal gadgets and toys one could ever want.9 It is Vernon Durscly who points 
Out the peculiar place of technology in the :1£t& of magic; in the end, it is 
technology that is the .syirtboJ of onc's path to wizardry, as everyone takes 
the ,~ogwarts, ExPt:e,s,s, :!~~~t~ get to this school of \~r:itchcraf~ and wiz-
ardry. He asks "yvh,y)~i~~t4~}1~, to take a train. He never gets his answer, 
ptQyjd.e~:W(!J~~ ~J.lt~; in the end, technology/magic hM; 
.=. 
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to do with who one is and what one docs, And bCC<HISC \\'ho one is and 
what onc docs is so intertwined \vith the tcelmologles of magic 'And the 
magic of technology in the service of sdf~101owlcdge and ~clf-cAre, who 
one is and wh<lt Olle does is:1 technology of morality <mel an essential node 
of the construction of ethics. 
Hogv.rarts confronts the ethics of magic ,uKl science directly. lts pur-
P05l: IS to help its students harnes~ and focus their pm-vcrs. These powers 
rnlg;ht be called magic Of they rnight be called tefhnology; but in this case 
thty arc called magic. The problem t()r the educators in the books is that 
they cannot he certain tlnt people (wizards) \vi11 usc these powers for the 
common good. 1t boils uown tu a choice between the common good and 
the ~hrk arts. And so we arc confronted with the c\·il ufVoldcmnrt ,inrI thc 
:\lw<lys-pr~sent uangcr of evil triulIlphin~ over good. Hogwart~ was 
founded by four wizards, one of whom, Salazar Slytherin, at least llabblcd 
and perhaps reveled in the dark arts. He used his powers {or qu!::stionable, 
jf not specifically evil, purposes. (For c(~nturiC5 many of the young wizards 
who reside in Slythcrin House have exhibited the same tendency.) Albus 
Dumbledofc, who heads the school, needs lO figure out how to train stu-
dents not just in the "technology" of magic but also in the moral discern-
ment ncecs-sary to avoid the continual reproduction of the fc\v great Diuk 
Lords like Voldcmort anu their multitudinous followers. The problem is 
exacerbated by the presence of faculty· members who arc not wholly 
ullsympathetic with Voldcmort's aims. 
Good and evil arc not just cartoonized in the books. As Alan Jacobs 
writes, Harry Potter is unquestionably good; yet a key component of his 
virtue ari"cs from his rewgnition that he is not inevitably good. \Vhcn 
first-year students arrive at Hogw<1tts, they corne" to an assembly of the 
entire school, students and faculty. Each of them sits on a f>tool in the 
midst of the assemhly and puts on a large, b:tttcred old hat-the Sorting 
Hat-which decides vlhich of tIll! four houses the student \vill cntcT. After 
unusually long reilcction. the Sorting 1 lat, to Harry's great relief, puts him 
in Gryffindor, but not before telling him tl1Jt he could achieve rcal great-
ness in Slythcrin. This comment haunts Harry; he often wonders if 
Slytherin is where be tntly belongs, among the pragmati'>ts, the careerists, 
the manipulators and deceivers. the power-hungry, and the just plain 
nasty. Ncar the end of the second book, after his third tcrri(Ying encounter 
with Voldemort, he confesses his d~.l1btS:JO Dumbledore. 
} 
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"$\) I ,d![;!i/'Jb,· in Sl.nherin,'· J LllTY ~a;d, \<Klbn!t dc"per.Hdy illto Dumbld(\!c'~ (;.1('1:. 
"The Sorf:l~g I Llt couJ,\ Sf:e Slytherilc'" 1~\'W('f ill me, and it-'· 
"Put Y')I) ill Crrffincior,·' ~ai,J DU!1lbJdnrc cllmly. ·'Li,tCII to me, Harry. Y~,u 
Il;ll'pen t'J 't;.tW mall)' qualities SalJ.z:u Slythtrin I'rizd. in h!s h:md-picke,l ~tllderHs. 
R<'"S(l\lrl·didllC~S ... dcrcnnin:ltinn ... .\ ~'err;\;n di.<rcg:m! (or rules," he IHlde,J, b s 
llHHI,;tarht quj\'crillg a.gain, '·Yn tIlt' S\'ftiq:~ 1 bt ~)h(cd you in nryffindnr. Y')U 
blOW why that was, Think." 
"It ())I!l' put me in Gry((indnr:' ;,tid I hrry in a defeated \\)ice, "be<'m~e I a"ked 
Dilt to go in Slythcrill. 
"[xlI,olr,·' ~:lid Dumhlr:dore, bl·arnillg ,lr,,,:c IW)!l\ ... wllich make~ .\'('I! '!ely 
dltIerent from l \~lldem()rtl. It i~ our rl)('icc~, Harry, dial ~b(Jw wllat Wi: ITllly arc, lilt 
m,lfC lIun ('ur ahilit;t'~." I brry ~~t m,)li<'nll"';< (ll his ch;tif, ~tllnned 
J Iarrv is stunned because he fC<1lizcs (or the flrst time that his confu-
~iul1 h<15 been wrongheaded from the start; he has been asking the qlJe~· 
ti(Hl, "\VllO am I at heart?" when he needed to be asking the question, 
"VVh<l.t must T do in order to hecome what I should bc?"llii' character is 
)h)t a fixed, preexistent tiling, but something that he has the responsibility 
t~_H making. "In this sense," write<:; Jacobs, "the strong, lEnlightcnmentJ 
tendency or m<lgic to become a dream of pmver makes it a wonderful 
means by which to locus the choices that gradually but inexOf<1bly shape 
us illto cerrain distinct kinds of persolls." 
In the H(my Polter books, magic is often {un, often surprising and 
exciting, but also always potentially dangcmu<:-murh like the technology 
f>ut.:;idc the books that has resulted irom the "victory" of experiml'Iltal sci-
CTlCC. The technocrats of this world hold in their hands P()wcr~ almo5t 
inftnitcly gre~Her thall those of Albus DUll1bledore and Voldernort; how 
worried ;u(' \lo·c about thclll and their influcnre over our children? If we 
(ould only measure technique by other criteria than those of tedmil}Ue 
itself. fl(lrr.l' Potter is more helpful than most children's literafure in 
prornpting sllch ethical and (ltltural rcflcni{)Jl. 
< 
Notes 
1. Aflt:r wcck~ on the Ar(~,! }'w} Tim<,s ht~!~dkr Ii,!, !ffl' 'I' Poftn lv:".lks louml themsd\c, 
on the newly crc:lted li~t cf·Chi!dren·~ Ben SeUns, ~ Thus l':my u.<;hef~d in a new ;l\var(',m~H I)f 
fhe field of chi1Jrtn'~ literature and th .. nee..! In ply attention t,) the fieU l~ J 11mj-Jr m,ukct 
niche. Btlt more ilhport3JIt. Hp'T} bO!JM fOlLnd them~'.cI\l(,s a~ markt.'ts (1f a new buundary, die(-
tivdy denying i[ ~real~ Hatll~ ~ven as it ""'3$ tdtl-rat~'d as "e,!Itural phrIlOmef1(m. All lon;;n It 
book ((lr 3dults, it cl)fltiuuerl to b~ read hy many ~{,Ider~ re,tder~. Sr,<,: Katliy :r ... hl\!·~ ch"Pftf eke' 
wherr. in (hi;;. volumt. 
". 
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2. Filk are new words to well-known sClng~, ~U!l,~ wgt"ther by \1!l6 at gathtring~. 
3. GUlltWm i~ a tem'! h:om J ... p'U\C'iC :oIIlimatiun f(Jr the hem who oems te~hnoloJ!;r ill ordtr (0 
fight the IIlllcashed threOlts reiulting front previous hUHun dfuHS with tcchllo\,)gy and sci('t1cc. 
4. See Charles Esler's chapter in rhi. ;·\)lurn~. 
S. See I Irather Sev:ut, and DebQti\,h T~ub's chapter, thi~ vohtl1w. 
6. How do }1m cope with the aggravanon from stlUngly rehgioll~ pc<)p1c ~~lin"t witchcfaft? 
1. K. Rowling: "\VeU, mostly I laugh about it 1 ignore it .. and vcr)' O(UI&ivllaJly [get anncyr.d, 
~caU5c tlu:}' b,we missed tht': point so spect:tfllL!rlY. I think rhe Harry bunks He vcry moral hut 
wme people j\l~t object to wit.::hcraft b(,jng 1l1entinLlt"d ill a children's lwuk unfort((lutciy, LInt 
means we'll have to 10$<.' a lot of classic children's f!crh)n.~ (Comic RehrS2t)()1) 
Q What are your f~eljngs tovr,if(l. th~ p<.'op\c who uy your hook~ nt"' to do wit~ cults 
and tdling rel)ple to h",WlILe \'ijtchr.~? (rc.der's ql1cstion, dIdn't gl\'('" mmc) 
A: Alfie. O'.'(".r to you. Do you fcell burning d ... sin: to [,t":Ol\1e a witch? 
Alfie: No, 
A: I tholllint not. I think this i~ n ca~<.'" of pe')ple gr(}"~ly lIndere~timating <:hildrtLl. 
AgAin. (SouthWeM New~ 20(0) 
7. ~Any 5rnoothly fUJlctioninl!: tc..:hnology gives the JrJ)Clr:'lL1Ce of fH;l.gic.~ Qyo:c attributed 
to Arthur C. Clarke (Jacobg, 20(0). 
S. l/ogWtJrls School Mng: llog:u.'I1rfi, I kgwarf;, lkggy Ifilrty Jlo6~arfsITI'jli:lJ /IJ Jomdhillf" 
tl(aJt/lV~thtr w( b! old und baM/Or yOllng 'With uabby knw./Ollr ;,mdl ('.!IIM ,j.; ,;.:irbfi!lilllf/ Witb 
so,"( intfflJting !fu.LJ7For mr..:.' thoJ"rt hrz1"t (1rrd.fiJIl c/"j,IDmdflirr ami bill off/uli/Sf; ttach lIS rhingJ 
t!XJrtn knO'WinK/Bring bart 'WMi m~''l!t jorgot/just do ywr bfJt, we'll do fhi WIlAnd lram Ii"fi! wr 
!>ra.im Ill! rot, eA.lld 110\';, bef~re we go to bed, let us sing rhe ~(h001 $O{\g~ E\'er}~)nc pick their 
avo rite nme and off ... ve gon 
9, Toys in Dudley Dursley's spare bcdroprn: computer, PlaySutiO:1, two rclev16i(Jl1s, r,lcing 
bike, "ideo camera, remote control airplane, large numl>ers of ('Ompule! game'; (including 
l\lc:gaMutihtion Tltree), VCR, gold wri~tw .. ltch, wmkillg mode! t:LOk, bird in a cag ... , air rifle, 
tortoise, sports lng, books (unused), cnmp\Lteri1,cd robot. 
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THE SORCERER'S APPRENTICESlllP 
The four Harry Potter books that have recently taken the American 
publishing industry by storm are part of a projected seven-volume British 
fairy tale series about magic, individuation, and the mundus imaginalis. They 
record the coming of age of an intuitive boy, in which the traditional young 
hero's joumey is woven through an unfamiliar hermetic world, engaging 
masters ofliminality and wizardly sophistication in the effort to balance the 
forces of good and evil. Recently, a friend and I were discussing the world-
wide, across-age, Harry Potter phenomenon, and how it has occasioned a 
rise of reading zest in kids, especially boys. He had asked his 10 year old 
son Sam-- previously an avid nonreader--what made him such a Harry 
'Potter devotee. Sam's quick response was "he takes me to another world." 
That J.K. Rowling has been able to tap into even men's longing for the 
world of the imagination adds to the secret mystique of the Harry Potter 
series and its universal appeal. 
These tales were categorized by the publishing industry as children's books. 
But as friends and colleagues began to talk about them, I became intrigued. 
Upon entry into the world of Harry Potter, I was soon enchanted, caught 
up like so many of us in the alive, visceral experience of reading. The real 
surprise for me, as an analytical psychotherapist, was the psychological and 
symbolic depth that emanated from the images in the books. The more I 
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focused on their alchemical, dreamlike images, the greater was their 
capacity to release psychological energy. This was an alchemical reading 
experience, a revelation of secrets and strata previously reserved to the 
contemplation of the woodcuts in Jung's essays on alchemy or to the 
Jungian analysis of dreams . 
. 
For the uninitiated, Harry Potter is the boy hero of the tales, a recently 
enrolled student at the Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry. 
When he was an infant, the boy's parents, both great wizards, were killed 
by a dark sorcerer, Lord Voldemort. Orphaned, Harry was forced to live 
with cruel "Muggle" (non-wizard) relatives until he was informed of his 
heritage and transported to Hogwarts. There he is finally able to realize his 
native gifts through a sorcerer's apprenticeship under the tutelage of 
Headmaster Dumbledore. 
At school, Harry goes through his Training with two new friends, Hermione 
Granger, a soror mystica who is also a lively, challenging presence, and 
Ron Weasley, a good brother figure. There is also a student foe, Draco 
Malfoy. These four young people, each with a distinct and developing 
personality, must cope with the tutelage of the colorful adult characters, 
such as H;eadmaster Albus Dumbledore, Rubeus Hagrid, Professor 
Minerva McGonagall, as well as the sinister Lord Voldemort, and a few 
ghosts and pets. Hogwarts is evidently more than a school for wizards; it is 
the crucible for the development of Harry's capacity to become a 
contemporary shaman. 
lK. Rowling has said that she plans to write a total of seven volumes, each 
book intended to contain Harry's initiatory ordeals over a single academic 
year, ending with High School. The number seven is an apt one to mirror a 
shaman's joumey; seven is frequently used in fairy tales and spiritualJ 
religious texts to refer to the completion of a cycle that symbolizes dynamic 
wholeness. In ancient Egypt seven, which analytical psychologist's today 
think of as signifying initiation, was the symbol of etemallife. What Harry is 
undergoing in the course of these books is nothing else but the development 
of the ability of a mediumistic nature to survive in two worlds. 
The magical parallel world that seems as ifit is just "on the other side" of the 
everyday world is the environment in which the stories unfold, once they get 
fully underway at Hogwarts. The tales have the internal consistency of a 
dream atmosphere, in which each detail is allowed both to speak for itself 
and to become a signpost towards another level. The universe spun by 
Rowling, the Scottish woman new to authorship, resembles "The Dreaming" 
of the Australian Aboriginals and yet never quite loses its connection with 
• the British dayworld of tea, sports, and competition. 
Fortunately the same language is spoken on both sides of the imaginal 
divide, although Rowling developed a new vocabulary to enable characters 
to describe experiences that were foreign to dayworld "Muggles." The 
author introduced enough of a lexicon that one dedicated fan has developed 
a Harry Potter website, called the "Encyclopaedia Potteratica." Rowling has 
said that her neologisms came to her in the manner that she imagines colors 
must emerge from the palette of an Impressionist painter trying to capture a . 
landscape on canvas: the hue is called forth by what is already there. (Diane 
Rehm Show, October 20, 1999, National Public Radio) 
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To move into the Hogwarts setting, Harry and the other students must shift 
into another reality. Harry and his fellow initiates come to London's King 
Cross Station and must cross through an invisible barrier leading to a secret 
platform, number nine and three-quarters, to catch the Hogwarts Express. 
The "non-Muggle" world ofHogwarts is one where pictures and paintings 
are animated, brooms fly, time is three dimensional, animals speak, owls are 
the mail carriers, and people can transform themselves into animals. The 
threshold between the Muggle and Hogwarts worlds is via the Leaky 
Cauldron cafe, which is located on Knockturn Alley and Diagon Alley; 
visitors, in other words, need to move "nocturnally" and "diagonally" into 
this imaginal space. 
In his studies of the archetypes energizing the collective unconscious, e.G. 
Jung found that the individuation joumey is reflected in the "operations" of 
alchemical processes and the dynamic motifs of mythology and fairy tales. 
Rowling's ingenious use of details and themes from these sources 
establishes the contemporary symbolic environment in which the characters 
undergo their ordeals. Three archetypal themes that have emerged from her 
tale so far are: the Orphan, the Vampire, 
and the Resilient Young Masculine. These forces speak to us as we read 
the Harry, Potter stories, and they provide the key to Harry's particular 
pattern of initiatory individuation. 
In his adventures, Harry's primary task is to learn the skills that will enable 
him to navigate between worlds, whether these be conceived as Muggle 
and Wizard, student and teacher, upper and lower, or inner and outer. As 
his Pilgrim's Progress proceeds, he must draw upon the resources implied 
by the figures of Orphan, Vampire, and Resilient Young Masculine. 
THE ALCHEMY OF THE ORPHAN 
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, the enchanting first volume, is 
bathed in alchemical operations and symbolism. In Great Britain, the title 
was more properly, Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone, (it was 
changed for the American audience to the "Sorcerer's Stone.") Rowling 
simmers her characters and plot in a medieval retort that provides the 
perfect magical medium in which to initiate Harry's individuation process. In 
each of the books the three worlds of images described in alchemy, the 
black (nigredo,) the white (albedo,) and the red (rubedo) are present and 
form an essential part of the mood and energy of the plots. 
The first book limns the container and the key elements that will undergo 
the varied alchemical processes. The story is about a search for an 
• alchemical Philosopher's Stone that is both literal and metaphoric. From the 
first step into the tale the reader feels the tension of opposing forces-- love 
and abuse, community and orphan. As if embodying the transcendent 
function itself, Harry must fmd a way to survive and grow beyond the 
collision of opposites in his life. 
As an infant Harry was wounded by Lord Voldemort during the murderous 
slaughter of his famous wizard parents, Lily and James Potter. A lightning-
bolt scar on his tiny forehead was the only visible mark from the attack. 
Voldemort was said to have lost his powers and vanished after his effort to 
kill Harry failed. However, whenever evil is nearby, Harry experiences a 
terrifYing, painful pull inside the remaining scar, as though he is being 
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energetically drawn away from the upper world. 
The thunderbolt, mythically symbolic of the spark oflife and enligbtenment 
was hurled by Zeus down to earth as a dramatic symbol of that god's dual 
capacity for creation and destruction. Harry's wound was the first evidence 
01 a sharnanic calling as well as the battleground between enormous 
conflicting forces within his young body and psyche. Increasingly in the 
stories, Harry's private experience of the opposites representing good and 
evil becomes reflected in the external struggles. 
Harry's parents, with an aura of King and Queen, are a profound absent 
presence; their actual absence aches in their son's unconscious and they 
appear to him in drearns, visions, and visitations. Their names, James and 
Lily, carry mythological symbolism. St. James was the patron saint of 
alchemists and physicians. According to Spanish legend, St. James 
defeated Hermes in battle and took charge of his secret knowledge. 
(Alexander Roob, Alchemy & Mysticism:The Hermetic Museum, Koln, 
Taschen, 1997, p. 700) The lily represents heavenly purity, a promise of 
immortality and salvation, and in medieval iconography was seen as a 
symbol for the Virgin Mary. (J.E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, New 
York, DQfset Press, 1971, p. 189) 
Harry's early orphan life was spent alone in a cupboard under the stairs. 
The hero-child is nearly always portrayed as abandoned in myths and fairy 
tales, but Marie-Louise Von Franz cautions in The Interpretation of Fairy 
Tales, that we should not interpret this througb the lens of personal neurosis 
of the abused and neglected child we have all come to know so well from 
the lore of psychotherapy, but leave it in an archetypal context to mine for 
deeper meaning. That is, "namely that the new God of our time is always to 
be found in the ignored and deeply unconscious comer of the psyche (the 
birth of Christ in a stable.)" ( Rev. edition, Boston, Shambhala, 1996, p. viii) 
Nevertheless, Harry's cruel step-family kept him in miserable deprivation, 
and the boy often felt consumed with anger and frustration. On the other 
hand, the endurance of a painful and isolated childhood helped forge his 
(and many readers) character. As Edward Edinger says, in reference to one 
of the key alchemical operations, "The fire of calcinatio is a purging, 
whitening fire. It acts on the black stuff, the nigredo .... Psychologically ... 
development will be promoted by the frustration of 
pleasure and power.. .. " (Anatomy a/the Psyche, Alchemical Symbolism 
in Psychotherapy, La Salle, Illinois, Open Court, 1985, pp. 26, 27) 
Harry grows up as a spirited yet lonely boy who, like many orphans and 
• other alienated children, fantasizes about being rescued by someone special 
who will recognize him for his true value. It isn't just unruly hair, physical 
incoordination, or broken glasses that set him apart from others. Early on, 
Harry notices he has unusual talents, such as an ability to talk to snakes at 
the zoo, that position him uncomfortably between two worlds. He later 
learns that this linguistic gift was passed to him in the clash with Voldemort. 
On the boy's eleventh birthday, Rubeus Hagrid, a messenger from the 
wizards, arrives with news that Harry is to come to Hogwarts School of 
Witchcraft and Wizardry for the next stage of his Training. In preparation 
for Hogwarts, Harry has to shop for his school supplies and, most 
importantly, a wand. In the magic shop, the wand that is to be his, chooses 
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him. It is made from one of a pair of feathers from a phoenix tail; the other 
tail feather from the same bird is said to have gone into Voldemort's wand, 
the very wand that gave Harry the defming head scar. 
!Wry's instincts quicken as he absorbs into his body the energetic 
connection to the dark side represented by the link between these two 
wands and their owners. As he becomes conscious of carrying this 
connection, he feels his skin prickle with fear. Harry has received yet 
another signal of his liminal position between the thrusts of the two worlds. 
He must fmd a way to straddle yet penetrate these two opposites. The 
phoenix is the mythological bird known for periodic destruction and re-
creation. 
The boy is anxious since he knows that because of his heritage, many 
expect great deeds from him, even though he still lacks knowledge about 
wizardry. Hagrid looks at him and says, with words that nod towards the 
primal appeal of these stories: "Don' you worry Harry. Y ou'llieam fast 
enough. Everyone starts at the beginning at Hogwarts, you'll be just fme. 
Just be yerself" (Sorcerers Stone, p. 86) 
With leaden legs, Harry boards the Hogwarts Express train to School. The 
story unfolds with his movement towards the magical world. In one of the 
best scenes, Harry gets introduced to the wizard ancestor world by his new 
fiiend Ron via "animated" collectible cards. Figures like medieval French 
alchemists Nicolas and Perenelle Flamel, Arthurian fairy Morgana, Swiss 
alchemist Paracelsus and Arthurian magician Merlin add their energy to the 
metaphysical alembic being established. The archetypal images come alive 
as we read. 
The characters begin to cook together and the environment reflects the 
blackening descent into the seat of the unconscious. The train spirals from 
rolling plains into deep woods, carved by twisting rivers under a dark 
purple sky. The train arrives at Hogwarts Castle which sits high atop a 
mountain next to a black lake. Hogwarts is the image of the secure new 
home, "the place where soul and Self meet, the Home that is the heart of 
the new order." (Marion Woodman, The Ravaged Bridegroom, Toronto, 
Inner City Books, 1990, p. 205) 
QUIDDITCH PLAYER OF THE SOUL 
The students arrive and are faced with their first rite of passage. As in the 
alchemical operation of separatio, the youths are sorted by an enchanted, 
speaking hat. When placed on their head, the hat directs them to one of 
-four Houses where they will live, each House known for a particular 
wizardly virtue: Bravery, Loyalty, Wisdom, and Cunning. The conical hat 
seems to represent the young peoples' orientation towards new ideas and 
world view. Harry is chosen for the "brave" Gryffindor House, although the 
Sorting Hat recognizes his dual nature, saying he would also do well in the 
"cunning" Slytherin House, known for producing dark wizards. 
Harry begins his training with classes in History of Magic, Charms, 
Transfiguration, Potions, and Broom Flying. He is truly a whiz on the 
broomstick and is quickly selected for the most important position (the 
Seeker) on Gryffmdor House's Quidditch team. For the first time in his life, 
Harry is valued for his instincts, and athletic in the exercise of them. The 
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ecstatic experience of Quidditch is the leap into Hany's shamanic training. 
Quidditch, a fast game with three balls and played on flying broomsticks, 
resembles a cross between cricket and basketball. The Seeker needs to 
catch the third ball, a small gold one with tiny fluttering silver wings which is 
c~!lled the Golden Snitch. The arduous effort to catch the elusive golden ball 
is much like the individuation journey to fmd the Philosopher's Stone in 
alchemy and makes the Snitch the most important ball of the game. Like a 
Mayan warrior on the ball courts, Hany knows he is involved in a sacred 
act. We watch him become a Quidditch player of the soul. 
In the air, on his Nimbus 2000 broom, this intuitive boy with his eager body 
finds his true home. He is an ambitious and hard working adept. Hany's 
studies take him to varied levels: through hidden tunnels, up in the air, or 
down watery pipes. When nooks and crannies get too dark, he waves his 
trusty wand and calls out for "Lurnos," light. Sometimes he moves with the 
invisibility cloak that once belonged to his father, and at other times he 
place-shifts with the help of transporting "floo" powder. Hany embodies 
resilience in learning the skills necessary to move with agility through the 
strata. 
~ 
The relationship of the trio of school friends, Hany, Ron, and Hermione, is 
vital to each of them, and they spend their time talking, arguing, and 
exploring together. They express their feelings of elation, isolation, fear, 
anger, and tenderness to each other. Although not competitive, they 
challenge each other. This related two boy, one girl family is a poignant 
central attraction of the series in these alienated times, a reminder to many 
readers who have felt alone since early childhood, of the lost archetype of 
comradeship. 
lK. Rowling says that she modeled Hermione on herself at eleven. 
Hermione has been an outsider most of her life, since she was a witch with 
unrecognized special talents raised in a Muggle family; at Hogwarts she 
initially overcompensates by studying all the time. She is certainly self-
reliant, the smartest and highest achieving student, organized, focused, and 
filled with integrity. Perhaps this girl with sparkling, disciplined intellect, who 
is hard driving even though she lives in a liminal zone, has the name 
"Hennione" because it is the female form of "Hermes." In each of the 
books, Hermione is repeatedly the truth-sleuth, comfortable in the library, 
who fmds the clue that makes sense of the mystery at hand. She is always 
the one standing at a crossroads pointing the way. 
In The Sorcerer's Stone, Hermione researches the name Nicolas Flamel 
and discovers that he is an alchemist, over 600 years old and Professor 
. . 
Durnbledore's colleague. Flamel, It turns out, possesses the only 
Philosopher's Stone in existence; this Stone has the dual capacity to 
transform base metals into gold and to produce the Elixir of Life which 
gives the drinker immortality (viz Flamers own longevity). The trio of friends 
learn that the Stone is hidden in the Castle. 
Hermione is able to stand up for her beliefs to Hany and Ron and is not as 
prankish or immature as the boys. The two boys value her keen insights and 
persistence. She also has a close mentor relationship with Quidditch-Ioving 
Assistant Headmistress Minerva McGonagal1. As the books progress, 
Hennione becomes more relaxed and emotionally expressive. 
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One of Hany's early psychological tasks is to encounter and reflect on the 
loss of his parents and to suffer his consequent identity as orphan, survivor, 
and savior. One night while looking into a magical mirror he sees his entire 
family, like guardian spirits, waving at him. He feels a "powerful kind of 
acbe inside him, half joy, half terrible sadness." (Sorcerer's Stone, p. 209) 
Professor Albus Dumbledore comes out of the shadows of the room. The 
silver-bearded elder, who oversees Harry's training, tells the youth that the 
mirror shows the deep, most desperate desire of the heart but it does not 
give truth or knowledge; Hany must not dwell on his yearnings and forget 
to live. He must put his energy into his life. 
This in alchemical terms, is a "whitening," an albedo time of reflection and 
discovery of the positive side of a dark fate for Hany. It is also a time to 
experience the transformative power of Hermes-Mercury, the trickster 
companion of souls to the underworld, protector of travelers, and the 
master of legerdemain. "The trickster is ideally suited to be an agent of 
transformation because he/she carries both sides of a split in the psyche. 
The trickster is evil and good, loving and hateful, male and female, and thus 
holds the opposites together while also keeping them differentiated." 
(Donald 1;:. Kalsched, The Inner World of Trauma, London, Routledge, 
1996, p. 189) 
It is time for Hany to learn more about the trickster, and author Rowling's 
lesson plan for him calls for greater involvement with the mercurial Rubeus 
Hagrid, the giant, black-bearded, unpredictable yet endearing Keeper of 
Keys at Hogwarts. This inhabitant oflirninal space is Master Wizard Albus 
Dumbledore's special messenger. Hagrid has a way of getting embroiled 
with the incarnations of Lord Voldemort and plays a pivotal role as he 
weaves close to conscious and unconscious spaces stirring the energies 
together and agitating Hany to greater depths and steeper edges. 
THE VAMPIRE A.l\ffi PSYCmC POSSESSION 
Each encounter that Hany has with Voldemort or one of his avatars 
becomes darker. In the Forbidden Forest with Hagrid, Harry suddenly 
comes upon a horrific scene of a cloaked figure with blood dripping from its 
mouth, leaning over an open wound on the dead body of a gleaming white 
unicorn. It is drinking the animal's blood. Hany is rescued by a centaur who 
tells him that Lord Voldemort is nearby and, thirsting for immortality, is after 
the Stone. Von Franz, in Archetypal Dimensions afthe Psyche, says that 
anyone who earns the gratitude of animals, or whom they help for any 
reason, invariably wins ou!....!t is psychologically of the utmost importance, 
• because it means that in the conflict between good and evil the decisive 
factor is our animal instinct or animal soul; anyone who has it with him is 
victorious .... (Boston, Shambhala, 1994, p. 89) 
Killing a unicorn is a desperate vampiric measure since the unicorn is a 
sacred creature. As the centaur says: 
Only one who has nothing to lose, and everything to gain, 
would commit such a crime. The blood of the unicorn will 
keep you alive, even if you are an inch from death, but at a 
terrible price. You have slain something pure and defenseless 
to save yourself, and you will have a half-life, a cursed life, 
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from the moment the blood touches your lips. (Sorcerer's 
Stone,p. 258) 
In alchemy, the unicorn symbolizes the path to the Philosopher's gold. 
The vampire myth is like a deep vein that pulses through the Potter stories. 
The vampire as an archetypal motif and image has been present in many 
cultures throughout the world for over 3000 years. The character of 
Voldemort here represents the dark demonic energy that thrusts Harry 
towards his spirals of initiations. Like Lord Voldemort, the Vampire, is 
foremost a dehumanized shapeshifter who although appearing in a variety of 
guises, has the primal urge to suck the blood, soul and libido of others to 
revivifY himself. His frightening visage communicates an overpowering 
doom and depressive despair. Harry is terrified that ifVoldemort gets the 
Stone he will come back to power. He decides he must fight him. Ron and 
Hermione worry that Harry will be expelled. But Harry operates out of a 
far deeper level offear: 
don't you understand? .. I [have to get the Stone 1 If! get 
caught before I can get to the Stone, well, I'll have to go back 
to the Dursleys and wait for Voldemort to find me there, it's 
onty dying a bit later than I would have, because I'm never 
going over to the Dark Side! (p. 270) 
Descending into the sinuous bowels of the School through a series of traps 
set by different teachers to protect the Stone, the three friends figure out 
how to navigate the dangers, each time passing through another door. 
Harry goes into the last dark chamber alone, knowing he must face the 
danger ahead. Inside he encounters his Defense against Dark Arts teacher, 
who declares that he has allowed his body to become possessed by 
Voldemort so they can get the Stone. Afterwards, he and Voldemort plan 
to kill Harry. The teacher confesses: "Lord Voldemort showed me ... there is 
no good or evil, there is only power." (p. 291) As the teacher removes his 
hat and turns his back to the boy, Harry is face-to-face with a monstrous, 
chalky, snake-like visage: Voldemort. He hisses 
See what I have become? ... Mere shadow and vapor...1 have 
form only when I can share another's body ... but there have 
always been those willing to let me into their hearts and 
minds .... once I have the Elixir of Life, I will be able to create a 
body of my own .... (p.293) 
Like a vampire, he needs another body on which to feed. Harry feels the 
heat of his rage and terror rise. The "man with the two faces" tries to 
'strangle Harry. The emboldened boy fights back, seeing how the creature 
can't touch him without receiving scalding bums. In a power coniunctio of 
conflicting passions, both desperately fight for their lives, and suddenly 
Harry blacks out. This is the alchemical rubedo stage of his journey, in 
which libido, heat, and opposing elements melt together to form the Gold of 
the boy's ripened consciousness. This is the moment of death for the old 
attitude of helplessness in the orphan, and a birth of the new seasoned 
strength of the Initiate. Harry revives. Headmaster Dumbledore has rescued 
him and explains that the creature couldn't touch Harry without getting 
burned. 
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Your mother died to save you. If there is one thing Voldemor! 
cannot understand, it is love .... to have been loved so deeply, 
even though the person who loved us is gone, will give us 
some protection forever. It is in your very skin .... It was agony 
to touch a person marked by something so good." (p. 299) 
Like Merlin who trained the orphan King Arthur, Dumbledore is a master 
wizard overseeing Harry's training. Helping Harry to move through the 
doorways into deeper chambers of his growth, Dumbledore is the alchemist 
who maintains the perfect balance oftemperature and pressure in his 
adept's retor!. Dumbledore doesn't under or over-manage Harry's training; 
he keeps the youth on edge to encourage the development of his self-
reliance and skills. Understanding more about the sacrifices in his past, 
Harry develops a special relationship with this wise "Headmaster" and 
grows in his understanding of the real nature of the Elixir of Life. 
The second volume in the series, Harry Potter and the Chamber of 
Secrets, takes the reader into yet deeper layers of the archetypal themes of 
the Orphan and Varnpire. The Dickensian Dursley stepfamily return as 
characters and continue to treat him as though his magical powers were a 
disgusting anomaly. The outsider experience of personal isolation, the 
xenophobic threat of "the foreigner," and the projection of the shadow are 
all viscerally portrayed in this volume. A notion of elitist superiority was 
hinted at in The Sorcerer's Stone, in comments by Slytherin Draco Malfoy 
to Harry such as "You'll soon find out some wizarding families are much 
better than others ... " (p. 108) By now the whispers have turned to threats. 
When Harry returns to School there is a growing movement led by the 
Slytherins to intimidate all the Hogwarts students who were born into 
"impure" Muggle families. They are considered to be "Mudbloods." 
The sense of danger is everywhere. A puzzling force is loose and attacks 
students by turning them into stone; they are being petrified. Harry hears a 
horrifying, bone chilling voice that seeps out of the walls saying 
"Come ... come to me ... Let me rip you .... Let me tear you ... Let 
me kill you." (Chamber of Secrets, p. 120) And Harry is the only one who 
can hear and understand it. 
• 
The curse of petrifaction weaves the Medusa myth into the fabric of the 
story. "Medusa's eyes were so glaring that they turned to stone whomever 
looked into them."(Jean Chevalier, Alain Gheerbrant, Dictionary of 
Symbols, London, Penguin Books, 1994, p. 940) A highly polished shield 
like a mirror, was used to kill her. The mirror allows reflection, with the light 
of consciousness, on the unseen power in us that is enlarged and projected 
onto another . 
In a heightened state of anxiety, the students go to their History of Magic 
class. Prodded by ever-curious Hermione, Professor Binns describes how 
Hogwarts was established over one thousand years ago by two wizards, 
Godric Gryffindor and Salazar Slytherin, and two witches, Helga Hufflepuff 
and Rowena Ravenclaw. "They built the castle together, far from prying 
Muggle eyes, for it was an age when magic was feared by common people, 
and witches and wizards suffered much 
persecution." (Chamber of Secrets, p. 150) 
We learn, along with the class, that an ideological controversy developed 
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between Slytherin and the others arOlmd "magical" superiority. Slytherin 
wanted to restrict sorcery education to heirs of pure-blood wizard families 
and to reject all students from mixed or "Muggle" families. Ultimately, 
Slytherin left the school but before his departure he built a secret chamber, 
wJ1ich housed a horrific serpent whose power only his true heir could 
unleash. It would then be used to purge the school of all unworthy 
mudbloods. Somehow, the Chamber of Secrets, last opened fifty years 
earlier, has been re-opened. A new chapter in "Muggle cleansing" has 
arrived. 
Harry realizes that he alone understands the special "voice" in the walls 
because he can speak snake language. Apparently this linguistic talent, one 
of the marks of a dark wizard, was one for which Salazar Slytherin was 
famous. Like the phoenix feather on his wand, Harry once again is 
reminded that he has one foot in the Darkness of the underworld and the 
other in the Light of the upper world. 
Harry fmds the secret diary of Tom Riddle, a boy who was a student at 
Hogwarts fifty years ago, when the Chamber was last opened. Riddle, like 
Harry, came from "mixed" parentage and was an orphan. Riddle, who hates 
his parenls, is like a dark mirror image of Harry. The Riddle boy brings 
Harry into his memory through the diary, to show him the Hogwarts of fifty 
years earlier. This revenant tricks Harry into believing that he is trustworthy. 
Rowling's four dimensional, cyberspace-like use of time in this section is an 
imaginative move into another reality. 
Like the scapegoating and projection of evil throughout history, the 
movement towards ethnic cleansing ofHogwarts gains momentum. Ron's 
younger sister, Ginny, gets abducted into the Chamber. Harry and Ron 
decide they must go and attempt her rescue. 
Towards the climactic endings of each of her tales, Rowling uses evocative 
body-based images, involving the senses, breathe, eyes, and sound to 
heighten the mounting pace of the instinctual-archetypal battle ahead. In this 
story, the boys descend into the dank catacombs of the School. They pass 
a massive twenty-foot snakeskin shed by the serpent and come to a solid 
wall on which two emerald-eyed entwined snakes are carved--a horrifIC 
caduceus. Again, echoes of Harry's initiatory ordeal are audible in the dark 
turmels; the snakeskin that is shed yearly recalls the process of death and 
rebirth. 
Alone inside the darkened Chamber, Harry sees Ginny, nearly dead and 
lying like a sacrifice, at the foot of a massive stone statue of Salazar 
.Slytherin. Then, he observes a black-haired boy whom Harry recognizes as 
Tom Riddle. Riddle coolly reveals that he is the young Lord Voldemort; 
while a student at Hogwarts fifty years ago he changed his name to 
Voldemort and vowed to become the greatest Dark Wizard. He preserved 
himself as a memory in his own diary and now has become freed to be the 
rightful heir to Slytherin. 
The cunning RiddleIVoldemort describes how lonely little Ginny, who found 
the diary well before Harry, poured out her heart and soul into its pages-- . 
and into Tom. He boasts how he was able to "charm" Ginny and her soul 
happened to be exactly what I wanted ... .! grew stronger and stronger on a 
diet of her deepest fears, her darkest secrets. I grew powerful, far more 
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powerful than little Miss Weasley. Powerful enough to start feeding Miss 
Weasley a few of my secrets, to start pouring a little of my soul back into 
her. ... [[She 1 daubed threatening messages on the walls. She set the Serpent 
ofSlytherin on four Mudbloods .... (p. 310) 
Irl other words, this Hogwarts anima became possessed by a psychic 
vampire, to whom she gave the goodness of her young soul while he filled 
her with venomous hate, to become the poisonous soul of the psychological 
catastrophe currently haunting Hogwarts. 
This penetrating description of psyche/soma possession and projection is 
one of the strongest and most chilling images in the book. It is both a vision 
and physical sensation of a terror to which both children and adults can 
relate. Ginny is the youngest sister of six brothers in the Weasley family. 
She was lonely and fearful about attending Hogwarts and used the secret 
Riddle diary to find desperately needed connection. Her soul was ideal 
"bait" for his hunger and his false responsiveness was seductive to her need 
to feel visible. 
The mythic vampire can exist only by exploiting others--it is a parasitic 
beast tha~dies in isolation. The vampire archetype is essentially the shape 
we give to a dark potential in all human relations, an ominous shade that 
creeps over US when we feel ( or imagine) the absence oflove and settle for 
exploitation. (Barbara E. Hort, Unholy Hungers: Encountering the 
Psychic Vampire in Ourselves & Others, Boston, Shambhala, 1996, p. 
33) 
Having hid in the moldy diary for fifty years, Riddle's unIived life energy has 
distilled into pure Voldemort poison. The dark finy towards his abandoning 
Muggle father fueled his determination to retaliate against all Muggles. 
Unable to see his own self-hatred Riddle tells Harry that annihilating 
Mudbloods no longer interests him; he only wants to kill Harry. 
Ginny and Harry, still inexperienced with recognizing and battling evil are 
not yet strong enough to fight it on their own. They need help. Unearthly 
music begins to flow into the Chamber, and, as it grows louder, Harry feels 
his heart expanding and hair rising on his head. Then he sees flames. A 
golden-beaked phoenix appears and flies to Harry. As its golden claws 
land on Harry's shoulder, he recognizes Dumbledore's pet, Fawkes. He is 
carrying the magical Sorting Hat. The arrival of the Hat augurs the 
imminence of yet another process of separating distinctions (the alchemical 
separatio. ) 
• An infuriated Voldemort screams for the giant serpent to kill Harry. The 
terrified boy shuts his eyes as the phoenix dives at the serpent eyes, 
puncturing them with his golden beak. The red blood of death, giving Harry 
life, spurts everywhere. Thrashing blindly, the snake manages to bite Harry, 
impaling him with a poisonous fang. Amidst the turmoil, the serpent sweeps 
the Sorting Hat to Harry, a ruby-handled silver sword falls out, and Harry 
plunges it deeply into the reptile's mouth and kills it. 
These images of the serpent suggest a penetrating visceral connection with 
the unconscious in its death dealing aspect. In killing the serpent, Harry is a 
hero able to transform the evil eye ofthe snake monster within, where 
monsters are created with "looks that kill." Though not yet fully revealed in 
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this story, Harry has internal mother images of the loving spirit of Lily Potter 
and the cruel stepmother, Petunia Dursley. In Symbols of Transformation, 
Jung wrote about the relationship between the mother imago, the 
unconscious, and the developing instinctual life of the son. In order not to 
fear life, the boy needs to deliver himself from his unconscious mother 
complex: 
The demands of the unconscious act at fust like a paralyzing 
poison on a man's energy and resourcefulness, so that it may 
well be compared to the bite of a poisonous snake. 
Apparently, it is a hostile demon who robs him of his energy, 
but in actual fact it is his own unconscious whose alien 
tendencies are beginning to check the forward striving of the 
conscious mind. (Collected Works, Vol. 20, p. 298-299, par. 
458) 
As Harry pulls the fang from his arm, Fawkes flies to the adept who is 
rapidly becoming weaker from blood loss and spreading poison. The bird 
lays his head onto the wound and begins to cry thick tears. In alchemy and 
homeopatjJ.y there is a relationship between the poison that kills and the 
elixir that heals. The phoenix too, has a dual nature; it can be a killing force 
but its' empathic pearly tears can transform it to a healing remedy. 
Young Voldemort begins a sarcastic eulogy for Harry but the youth regains 
consciousness. Fawkes flies to the diary and drops it into Harry's lap. As in 
killing a vampire, Harry grabs the serpent fang and plunges it into the heart 
of the diary. There is a piercing scream, ink spurts out of the diary, 
Voldemort writhes in agony on the floor, and once again disappears. 
THE PROBLEM OF EVIL 
Most of the Hogwarts community refer to Voldemort as "He-Who-Must-
Not-Be-Named." Voldemort, who has been trying to seize power for eons, 
is the personification of evil. The irreverent Harry, with Durnbledore's 
encouragement, keeps naming him while others shudder. Such an 
identification of him on the objective level is necessary to move Harry's 
connection with him out of the realm of participation mystique. To name 
means to separate, to halt the merger that occurs when there is a 
projection. Harry's rebellious attitude is not just an adolescent phase; it is 
critical in challenging the status quo. As the youth learns about his own 
power, he is able to withdraw his projections of power from Voldemort 
and locate his own. 
The presence of the golden bird bearing the silver sword allows a new 
transcendent force to appear. The death, an alchemical mortificatio, of the 
serpent and then of Riddle Nolde mort, brings the young feminine back into 
the fullness oflife. Little Ginny, whose soul is extracted back from the 
enigmatic sorcerer, emits a faint moan as she awakens and begins to cry. 
She says "I d-didn't mean to--R-Riddle made me, he 
t-took me over .... " (Chamber of Secrets, p. 323). 
Safely back, there is a postmortem of the events from the Chamber. Harry 
asks Professor Dumbledore to explain the meaning behind the Sorting Hat's 
statement from the first day at School when it said that Harry could have 
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done well in Slytherin or Gryffmdor. He also wants to know why is he able 
to speak snake language, if it is the mark of a dark wizard. Dumbledore 
explains that when his mother died, Voldemort transferred some of his 
powers over to Harry. The youth worries that maybe he is of Slytherin, not 
Gryffmdor. Dumbledore reminds him that in the sorting process, Harry 
asked the Hat: "Please don't put me in Slytherin." The Headmaster says 
that's what "makes you very different from Tom Riddle. It is our choices, 
Harry, that show what we truly are, far more than our abilities." (p. 333) He 
urges Harry to look more carefully at the ruby-studded silver sword handle: 
Godric Gryffmdor, the name of the founder of his and his father's house, the 
rival of Slytherin, is engraved on the sword in his hands. Harry used his 
sword to separate from his shadowy projection. 
In the Anatomy a/the Psyche, Edward Edinger wrote: 
Psychologically, the result of separatio by division into two is 
awareness of the opposites. This is a crucial feature of 
emerging consciousness ... .To the extent that the opposites 
remain unconscious and unseparated, one lives in a state of 
participation mystique, which means that one identifies with 
one,side of a pair of opposites and projects its contrary as an 
enemy. Space for consciousness to exist appears between the 
opposites, which means that one becomes conscious as one is 
able to contain and endure the opposites within. p. 187) 
Harry will need a lifetime of training and support to use the blade wisely as 
a tool of discernment and discrimination. In Volume Three, Harry Potter 
and the Prisoner of Azkaban, Harry is thirteen and entering his third year at 
Hogwarts. This time he encounters still darker aspects of the archetypal and 
magical world. Sophisticated psychological concepts serve as carpets that 
move Harry and the reader into profound realms of emotional experience. 
His parents become more present in his consciousness. 
As part of his development as a teenager and wizard, Harry's attitude 
becomes increasingly rebellious. He is "talking back" to the Dursleys, who 
say terrible things to him. Like many child abuse survivors, Harry has 
learned to cope with torturous mental treatment. Although often burning 
with rage, he tells himself not to respond and to stay focused on his goals. 
An aunt insults him via his dead mother with "You see it all the time with 
dogs. If there is something wrong with the bitch, there'll be something 
wrong with the pup __ " (p. 25) But he can no longer keep body and mind 
split. He retaliates by making the relative inflate like a giant balloon. Then he 
runs away to Hogwarts. 
FACE-TO-FACE WITH DEATH 
Out on the street at night, Harry panics that he'll get expelled as punishment 
for performing magic as an underage wizard, away from Hogwarts. The 
threat of expulsion is always in the orphan's mind when he doesn't follow 
the established rules. As part of owning his authority, Harry is more drawn 
to obey inner values that are more compelling than any collective law. His 
anxiety is compounded when he senses a massive black dog-like creature 
watching him. 
The dog in most mythologies is seen as psychopomp. Dogs are 
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intermediaries and "stand at the gateway .... they are guardians between life 
and death, between known and unknown. They are an intuitive bridge 
between conscious and unconscious, connectors to the psychoid level of 
the psyche." (Woodman, The Ravaged Bridegroom, p. 195) 
on his way back to Hogwarts, Hany learns that Sirius Black, an inmate at 
the Azkaban wizard prison and pUllJorted supporter of Voldemort has 
escaped. Black had once been a Hogwarts student and best friend of 
Hany's dad. The wizard community fears that Black went insane in prison 
and is hunting Hany to kill him. The Minister of Magic arranges to have the 
Azkaban prison guards, called "Dementors," stationed outside of the 
School gates to watch for Black. The Dementors appear as giant, rotted, 
black-cloaked figures. They are among the foulest creatures that walk this 
earth. They infest the darkest, filthiest places, they glory in decay and 
despair, they drain peace, hope, and happiness out of the air around 
them .... Get too near a dementor and every good feeling, every happy 
memory will be sucked out of you. If it can, the dementor will feed on you 
long enough to reduce you to something like itself...soul-less and evil. (p. 
187) 
The Dem'ilJ.tors are magnetically attracted to positive emotions, like starving 
beasts after their prey. These hellish embodiments of evil overwhelm and 
dissociate their victims and then, reminiscent of vampire lore, they deliver 
the final "kiss." 
Hany has a strong physical reaction to his first encounter with a Dementor 
on the Hogwarts Express. He collapses to the floor, feels as though he is 
drowning in swirling icy water, and blacks out while hearing screams inside 
his mind. Professor Remus Lupin, the new Defense against the Dark Arts 
instructor, is in the same train compartment and performs a curse against 
the soul-stealing dementors. Like the garlic that wards off the vampire, the 
professor gives Hany the remedy, chocolate (!), which rebalances his body. 
Each time he is near a Dementor, the effect is more disabling. The next 
meeting occurs during a Quidditch match when, from his broomstick, he 
sees a giant silhouette of a dog on a cloud. He then sees a mass of nearly a 
hundred Dementors below on the Quidditch field. Again the frigid drowning 
sensation, but now it is accompanied by hearing his mother's screams. "Not 
Hany, please no, take me, kill me instead ... " (p. 179) He faints, falls off his 
Nimbus 2000, and lands on the ground. Some force bigger than Hany 
brought him down. 
The image of the black dog on the cloud could be viewed as a projection of 
.,Hany's fears of failure, abandonment and death. The early childhood 
trauma is playing back in his mind and bewitching tyrannical forces entrance 
him from within. Lying in the infinnary, Hany can't understand his reaction 
to the Dementors. He feels crazy and alone with his thoughts. He cannot 
grasp why he was hearing the last moments of his mother's life and Lord 
Voldemort's laughter before he murdered her. Like night vapors, horrible 
dream images seep into his sleep. 
Lupin explains that Dementor energy can possess a person, and it effects 
Hany profoundly, not because of a weakness, but because those with a 
greater history of trauma are more susceptible. "And the worst has 
happened to you, Hany, [and] is enough to make anyone fall off their 
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broom. You have nothing to feel ashamed of." (p. 187) 
Because of the Sirius Black danger Harry is not permitted to leave 
Hogwarts to go on a school trip. He feels isolated. Friends sneak him a 
magical "Marauders Map," designed long ago by former students "Messrs. 
Mooney, Wormtail, Padfoot, and Prongs, Purveyors of Aids to Magical 
Mischief Makers," so he can sneak away from School for an outing. In true 
daredevil adolescent style, Harry can't worry about danger when adventure 
calls. 
Successful in his escapade, he catches up with Ron and Hermione, and they 
eavesdrop on Hogwarts faculty gossip. The teachers suspect Black went 
over to the Dark Side and sacrificed the Potters as proof of his loyalty to 
Voldemort. The faculty fear that although Voldemort is weak, with his most 
ardent supporter he could rise again. 
Harry is shaken by the news. Feeling conflicted by his desire to hear his 
parents voices when he falls into the trauma bewitchment and his 
simultaneous need to survive, he knows that when seized by dementor 
energy he teeters on the edge of madness and death. He needs to become 
empowered to save his life. Lupin agrees to mentor Harry. First he will 
practice by using a "boggart." A boggart, explains Hermione, is "a shape-
shifter ... .It can take the shape of whatever it thinks will frighten us the 
mos!..." (p. 133) It is an embodiment of terror, yet powerless. The Charm 
that counters a boggart is a concentrated humorous feeling that must be as 
strong as the fear, in order to transform the negative energy. As in a 
homeopathic visualization, the victim of the boggart must imagine himself in 
a paradoxical situation, in order to dissipate the energy. 
Next, Harry must leam the most powerful Dark Arts Defense against the 
dementor, the Patronus Charm. It calls for his full concentration to find his 
authoritive standpoint. The Charm conjures up a Patronus ... which is kind of 
an anti-dementor--a guardian that acts as a shield between you and the 
dementor .... a positive force, a projection of the very things that the 
dementor feeds upon--hope, happiness, the desire to survive--but it cannot 
feel despair, as real human can, so the dementors can't hurt it. (p.237) He 
utters the charm and on the third try, an important number in fairy tales, he 
succeeds in stopping the takeover of his spirit. 
Harry, Hermione, and Ron finally meet up with Sirius Black who tells them 
who it was that really killed James and Lily Potter. Sirius, also the name for 
the "dog star," becomes a source oflight and insight about the death of the 
royal couple. But it's too late. 
The Dementors start closing in. Harry musters up a Patronus 
Charm to ward them off but lacks the power to repel the herd 
of one hundred. As something begins to encircle him, 
miraculously the cold wave begins to leave his body. Harry 
sees an animal, glowing in the moonlight. He screwed up his 
eyes, trying to see what it was. It looked like a horse. It was 
galloping silently away from him, across the black surface of 
the lake. He saw it lower its head and charge the swarming 
dementors .... They were gone. The Patronus turned. It was 
cantering back towards Harry ... .!t was a stag ... .Its hooves 
made no mark on the soft ground as it stared at Harry with its 
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